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Petitioner:

February 22, 2011
Zonin Ordinance text amendment
Preliminary Recommendation to amend the Champaign County Zoning
Ordinance as follows*:
Part A Revise 8.1 to autborizetbat NC lots may be used separately if
authorized by variance.
t Part B Revise 8.2. to increase the limit on expansion of a dwelling tbat is a
nonconforming use; and authorize that a dwelling tbat is a
nonconforming use may be moved if autborized by variance; and
clarify "ceases".
Part C Revise 8.3. to authorize that a nonconforming structure may be
enlarged in a way tbat increases the nonconformity if authorized
by variance; and to autborize that a nonconforming structure
may be moved without conforming to the regulations if authorized
by variance.
t Part D Revise 8.4. to be consistent with Part B and clarify "abandoned"
and "discontinued".
t Part E Revise 8.6 to be consistent with Part B and to eliminate the limit on
value of repair or replacement for a dwelling tbat is a
nonconforming use and to authorize a variance to allow a higher
limit on the value of repair for other nonconforming structures.
Part F Amend 9.1.2 C. to require the Zoning Administrator to provide
notice of nonconforming zoning on any permit for a dwelling in a
district in which a dwelling is not an authorized principal use.
Part G Revise Section 3 Definitions so tbat "nonconforming" only applies
to nonconformities that existed upon the effective date of adoption
or amendment of tbe ordinance.
* NOTE: This description of the Request has been simplified from the
actual legal advertisement.
t Indicates those parts of the amendment that were previously autborized
by the Committee of the Whole (to some degree) on 9/7/10

Zoning Administrator
STATUS

The Zoning Board of Appeals voted to RECOMMEND ENACTMENT of this proposed Zoning Ordinance text
amendment at their meeting on February 17,2011. Page 13 of the Finding of Fact summarizes the more important
Findings of the ZBA for this case. Attachment B is A Guide to the Parts of Case 675-AT-1O and summarizes the
various parts of the amendment.
The Committee of the Whole authorized portions of this text amendment at the September 7, 20 I 0, meeting. The
recommended amendment differs from the amendment authorized by the Committee. See the discussi<;>Il below.
Standard protocol is for the Committee to make a preliminary recommendation on a proposed text amendment at
the first Committee meeting following a ZBA recommendation so as to give municipalities and townships with plan
. commissions one month in which to provide comments or protests. The Committee will make a finaJ
recommendation on this case at the April 7 meeting and the case will go to the full Board on April 21, 20] ] .
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RECOMMENDED AMENDMENT DIFFERS FROM AUTHORIZED AMENDMENT
Attachment A is the memo that the Committee reviewed at the meeting on September 7,2010, when the
Committee authorized the proposed amendment. The version recommended by the ZBA differs in the
following ways (see Attachment D for additional explanation):
1.

In Part A the ZBA recommends that variances be authorized to allow nonconforming lots of
record that are in common ownership to be used separately. The Committee of the Whole did
not authorize this change. This is one of several changes added by the Zoning Administrator after
a series of long conversations with Mr. Tom Lemke, a long time resident of Wilber Heights.
So long as adequate light and air are provided and public health concerns are adequately
addressed, this kind of variance can result in more efficient use ofland which may to some small
degree reduce the amount of best prime farmland that would otherwise be converted for
development. The ability to use nonconforming lots separately should also make it easier to
redevelop areas like Wilber Heights.

2.

In Part B the ZBA recommends that (1) the allowable expansion of very small single family
dwellings that are nonconforming uses be increased up to a maximum total floor area of
1,500 square feet; and (2) a single family dwelling that is a nonconforming use may be moved
to another part of the lot if authorized by variance; and.(3) the limit on accessory buildings
simply be the limit for the Zoning District. The Committee of the Whole authorized increasing
this limit to "200 square feet or 25% of building floor area, whichever is greater" at their meeting
on 9107110. Following that meeting the Zoning Administrator had a series oflong conversations '
with Mr. Tom Lemke, a long time resident of Wilber Heights. One of the items discussed was that
many of the original homes in WIlber Heights were 10' by 50' mobile homes for which a 200
square feet addition is a very small improvement. Based on that discussion the Z()nipg
Administrator increased the expansion to allow any single family dwelling that is a
nonconforming use to expand up to 1,500 square feet in building area but a variance is required if
" ... there is more than one PRINCIPAL USE on the LOT and the LOT AREA is less than required
in Section 4.3.4."
The recommendation also allows a single family ' dwelling that is a nonconforming use to be
moved to another part of the lot if authorized by variance. This change is consistent with the other
approved changes. In areas like Wilber Heights it is reasonable to assume that in some instances it
might be better to relocate the dwelling ' to a different part of the property as part of any
reconstruction. The requirement for a variance will ensure that the concerns of neighboring
property owners (such as neighboring industries or businesses) will be taken into account.
The Committee of the Whole also did not authorize eliminating the limit on expansion of .
accessory buildings and that change also resulted from discussions that the Zoning Administrator
had with Mr. Lemke. In the case of Wilber Heights it is not clear why there should be any limit on
accessory buildings or structures other than what is already ~equired for the zoning district. .

3.

In PartCthe ZBA recommends that (1) a nonconformitlg structure may be enlarged in a
way that increases the nonconformity if authorized by variance; and.(2Jth.at·a
.
nonconforming structure may be moved without conforming to the reglllati()ns if auth()rized
. by variance. · The Committee of the Whole did not authorize this change but it is consistent with .
the approved change to authorize reconstruction of single family dwellings .that are noncon.fonning
uses. It seems reasonable to give the ZBA the authority to approve this kind of variance' since in
37
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the future single family dwellings that are nonconforming uses may be rebuilt. Subsection 8.3.2
has always authorized variances to rebuild nonconforming structures and this change will allow
greater flexibility. This authority may be of particular importance in areas like Wilber Heights
with small lots and a mixture of residential and industrial uses. Under such conditions it might be
better to relocate the dwelling to a different part of the property as part of any reconstruction and
given the small nonconforming lot sizes and narrow. lot widths it may be impossible to relocate
without increasing nonconformity. The requirement for a variance will ensure that the concerns of
neighboring property owners (such as neighboring industries or businesses) are considered. ·

4.

The ZBA recommendation on Part D contains other changes than were specifically
authorized by the Committee on 9/7/10 but all of the changes are consistent and necessary
with the Committee's direction.
.

5.

The ZBA recommendation on Part E contains one change not authorized by the Committee
on 9/7/10 but that change is required to make Subsection 8.6 ofthe Ordinance consistent
with the existing Subsection 8.3.2 of the Ordinance.

6.

The ZBA recommendation on Part F is another change recommended by a Wilber Heights
resident. The Committee of the Whole did not authorize this change. This is one of several .
changes added by the Zoning Administrator after a series of long conversations with Mr. Tom
Lemke, a lon~ time resident of Wilber Heights.
This change adds· a requirement that the Cou~ty Zoning Administrator provide a notiCe withariy · .
permit for an addition, expansion, or reconstruction of a single family dwelling that is a
nonconforming use. The notice is intended to make the homeowner aware ·that the property is a
nonconforming use so that the chance for future problems or surprises is reduced . .

7.

The ZBA recommendation on Part G is intended to prevent confusion and strengthen the ·
Ordinance overall. The Committee of the Whole did not authorize this change arid this change
adds no new requirement. This change will simply mean that in the future "nonconforming" will
only relate to nonconformities that existed on the date of adoption or amendme.nt of the Ordinance.
The discussion of nonconformities in Section 8 of the Ordinance is confusing because the
discussion of nonconforming lots of record is the only part ofthat Section thatexplicltly uses the
modifier "of record". Changing the definition of "nonconformities" will correct Section 8 and this
change is therefore consistent with all other approved changes. In the future, any use, lot, or
building that was created after the effective date of the Ordinance (or relevant amendment) that
does not comply with the Ordinance can be referred to simply as "noncompliant".

ATTACHMENTS
A
Memo to Champaign County Board Committee of the Whole dated August 30, 2010, with ·
Proposed Amendment
.
.
B
A Guide to the Parts of Case 675-AT-IO
C
Recommended Ordinance (Annotated)
D
As Approved Finding of Fact with Proposed Ordinance
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COUIIIY

To:

Champaign County Board Committee of the Whole

Department of

From:

John Hall, Director & Zoning Administrator

Date:

August 30,2010

RE:
.DrooktDs
Administrative Center
1776 E. Washington Street
Urb3nu. Illinois 61802
12171.3~-3708

Direction to Zoning Administrator Regarding a Proposed Zoning
Ordinance Text Amendment

Requested Action:
Amend the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance Requirements for .
Dwellings that are Nonconforming Uses by (1) Removing the Limit on
Annual Maintenance and (2) Authorizing Reconstruction

BACKGROUND
A front page article in the Sunday, July 25, 2010, eciitionof~eNew;G~zelte was about
Wilber Heights (a residential and industrial area iminediately eaSt of Market Place Mall)
and the problems that the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance has caused for the
residents. The problems discussed in the artiCle exceed' the jtitisdiCtionofthe Zoning
Ordinance but the Zoning Ordinance seems to be at the' heart of the major concerns of .
Wilber Heights residents.
ELUC last discussed zoning problems in Wilber Heights in August of 1992 and the
memo from that time still serves as a good introduction (see attached memo). The
relevant portion of the minutes from the August 13,1992, ELUe meeting are also
attached;
However, two important zoning problems were not mentioned in the August 6, 1992,
memo and they are (I) the prohibition on reconstruction ofa dwelling that is a
nonconfonning use (subsection 8.4.1 of the Ordinance) and (2) the annual limit on
ordinary repairs to no more than 10% of current replacemerltvalu.e for a dwelling that is
nonconfonning use (subsection 8.6 ofttie Ordinance). These problems were a primary
·focus of the News Gazette article arid are the focus of this memorandum and the subject
of the proposed text amendment These problems are not limited only to Wilber Heights
but that neighborhood is probably the largest single part 'of the County zoning jurisdiction ,
that is affected by these concerns.

LIMIT ON NORMAL MAINTENANCE AND RECONSTRUCTION ARE
COUNTER TOTHE PURPOSE OF THE ORDINANCE ,
One of the stated purposes of the Zoning Ordinance is to cons~ry'e the, value of land,
buildings, and structures throughout the Coun~ (see paragraph 2.(b) of the Ordinance).
And, like all zoning ordinances, the Ordinance has rules for uses aild bu'ildings that were
legal before the Ordinance was adopted but which would be prohibited under the
Ordinance. The tenn for such uses and buildings is "rionconfonning" and the rules for
nonconfonnities are found in Section 8 of the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance.
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Zoning Administrator
Zoning Ordinance Text Amendment To Address Dwellings That Are Nonconforming Uses
AUGUST 30.2010

The annual limit on ordinary repairs to no more than 10% of current replacement value for a dwelling that
is a nonconforming use (subsection 8.6 of the Ordinance) is exceedingly restrictive and prevents older
homes from being modernized.
The prohibition on reconstruction of a dwelling that is a nonconfonning use (subsection 8.4. I of the
Ordinance) typically means that insurance cannot protect this major investment. Both rules mean that the
value of dwellings like those in Wilber Heights is being degraded and not being conserved.
This is not an unintended consequence. Both of these provisions were part of the original Ordinance . .
The introductory narrative to Section 8 ofthe Ordinance makes it clear that the Ordinance is not intended
to encourage the survival ofnonconfonnities.
Neither of these requirements are subject to variance although in the past there have been improper
variances granted for the replacement of dwellings that were a nonconfonning use.
CHAMPAIGN COUNTY IS MORE RESTRICTIVE THAN SIMILAR COUNTIES
The zoning ordinance requirements for nonconfonnities for McLean, Macon, Sangamon, Peoria, and
Rock Island counties were compared to the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance as background for this .
memo.
Of these five counties, Macon County is the only other county that has an annuaHimit on ordinary repairs
and it too has a limit of no more than 10% of current replacement value for a dwelling that is a
nonconfonning use.
All of these counties prohibit the reconstruction of a dwelling that is a nonconfonninguse.
PROPOSED AMENDMENT
Attachment 0 is the proposed amendment and it consists of the following changes:
. I.

Revise and clarify subsection 8.2.1. The revision will increase the allowable expansion of a
nonconfonning dwelling from 200 square feet to 25% of the building floor area, or whichever is .
greater. This subsection will also be changed to use more standard wording .t o describe a .
dwelling that is a nonconfonning use.

2.

Revise subsection 8.4.1 to recognize the expansion authorized by subsection 8.2.1. and to allow
reconstruction of a dwelling that isa nonconforming use.

3.

Revise subsection 8.6 to recognize the expansion authorized by subsection 8.2.1. and to eliminate
the limit on repair of a dwelling that is a nonconfonning use.

ATTACHMENT
A
Not Going Anywhere from the Sunday, July 25, 2010, edition of The News Gazette
B
August 6; 1992, memorandum to ELUC
C
Excerpt of approved minutes of August 13, 1992, ELUC meeting
o
Proposed amendment

Proposed Ordinance Amendment
AUGUST 30. 2010

1. Revise and clarify subsection 8.2.1 as follows:
8.2.1

Expansion of NONCONFORMING USE
A.

No such NONCONFORMING USE of land shall be enlarged, increased, or
extended to occupy a greater area of land than was occupied on the effective date of
adoption or amendment of this ordinance except as provided below.

B.

NOl'ICONFO~4Il'IG

C.

8Il'IGLE FAMILY DWELLINGS A STRUCTURE that
otherwise conforms to the R-I DISTRlCT requirements and that is a
NONCONFORMING DWELLING may be expanded by no more than 200 square
feet or no more than 25% of the building floor area, whichever is greater, and by
construction of no more than one new ACCESSORY BUILDING or addition to an
existing ACCESSORY BUILDING provided that the total area of such
ACCESSORY BUILDING is not more than 650 square feet.
NONCONFORMING nonresidential USES which are pennitted as of right in the
R-l, Single Family Residence District and are not otherwise permitted by Special
. Use Permit may be expanded by no more than 25% of building floor area and
height, lot coverage, and off-street parking and loading area only if a VARlANCE
is granted by the BOARD in accordance with Section 9.1.9.

2. Revise subsection 8.4.1 as follows:
8.4.1

No existing STRUCTURE devoted to a USE not permitted by this ordinance in the
DISTRICT in which it is located shall be enlarged, extended, constructed, reconstructed,
moved, or ALTERED except in changing the USE of such STRUCTURE to a USE
permitted in the DISTRICT in which it is located, except as follows:
A.

As provided in subsection 8.2.1.

B.

A STRUCTIJRE that otherwise conforms to the R-I DISTRICT requirements and
that is a NONCONFORMING DWELLING may be reconstructed in the existing
location subject to the requirement of a Zoning Use Pennit. The reconstruction
may include the one time expansion as authorized in subsection 8.2'.1.

3. Revise subsection 8.6 as follows:
8.6

Repairs or Maintenance
On any STRUCTURE devoted in whole or in part to any NONCONFORMING USE, or which
itself is NONCONFORMING, work may be done in a period of 365 consecutive days on ordinary
repairs or on repair or replacement of non-bearing walls, fixtures, wiring, or plumbing, to an
extent not to exceed 10% of the then current replacement value of the STRUCTURE, provided
that the volume of such BUILDING or the size of such STRUCTURE as it existed at the effective
date of the adoption, or amendment, of this ordinance shall not be increased except as follows:
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Proposed Ordinance Amendment
AUGUST
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2010

A.

As provided in subsection 8.2.1.

B.

For a STRUCTURE that otherwise conforms to the R- I DISTRICT requirements but that
is a NONCONFORMING DWELLING, there is no limit on the value of the repair or
replacement other than as provided in subsection 8.2.1 and the replacement may include
bearing walls.

Nothing in this ordinance shall be deemed to prevent the strengthening or restoring to a safe
condition of any STRUCTURE or part thereof declared to be unsafe by any official charged with
protecting the public safety, upon order of such official.
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Attachment A A Guide to the Parts of Case 675 AT-10
Amendment
Part
A.1.

A.2.

Part of Zoning
Ordinance
Affected
First four
paragraphs in
Sec. 8
8.1.2

*8.1 .

8.2.18.

B.2.

8.2.1C.

B.3

8.2.2

B.4.
C.1 .

8 .2.3
8.3.1

C.2.

8.3.3

* D.1.

8.4.1 & 8.4.2

0 .2.
0.3.

8.4.5
8.4.6
8.6

* E.

F.

9.1 .2 C.

G.

Sec. 3
Definitions

DRAFT

Shortened Description

In the first four paragraphs of Section 8 clarify that nonconforming (NC)
dwellings may be expanded as authorized herein.
Revise to authorize that NC lots may be used separately if authorized by
variance.
Revise as follows:
a. Limit applicability to the total expansion since October 10, 1973;
b. Increase the limit on expansion of a single family (SF) dwelling that is a
NC use provided that a variance is required if more than one prinCipal use
on the lot and the lot area is less than required in subsection 4.3.4.
c. Eliminate the limit on the amount of accessory buildings.
Revise 8.2.1 C. so that the limit on expansion applies to the total since
Oct. 10, 1973.
Revise 8.2.2 to authorize that a SF dwelling that is a NC use may be
moved if authorized by variance.
Revise to clarify "ceases·
Revise to authorize that a NC structure may be enlarged in a way that
increases the nonconformity if authorized by variance.
Revise to authorize that a NC structure may be moved without conforming
to the reQulations if authorized byvariance.
Revise to authorize that a SF dwelling that is a NC use may be expanded
or reconstructed as authorized in ~.2 .
Revise to clarify "abandoned" and "discontinued".
Revise to provide for replacement of a SF dwellinQ that is a NC use.
Revise to authorize the following:
a. A SF dwelling that is a NC use may expand as authorized in 8.2.1 or
reconstructed as authorized in 8.4.1.
b. A SF dwelling that is a NC use has no limit on the value of repair or
replacement.
c. Any structure that is NC may be granted a variance to authorize a higher
value of repair.
Revise to require the Zoning Administrator to provide notice ofNC zoning
on any permit for a SF dwelling in a district in which a SF dwelling is not an
authorized principal use.
Revise so that "nonconform'ing" only applies to nonconformities that
existed upon the effective date of adoption or amendment.

Notes
* change authorized by Committee of the Whole (to some degree) on 9/07/10
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e ruary 9, 2011
Fb
Degree of change Direction of regulatory
change
Minor - no reg. change

MAJOR - Relaxation

Type of
approval req.
(in Ordinance)
NONE

MAJOR - Relaxation

Discretionary
(ZBA)
BY RIGHT or
Discretionary
(ZBA)

MODERATE - Restriction

BY RIGHT

MAJOR - Relaxation

MAJOR - Relaxation

Discretionary
(ZBAJ
BY RIGHT
Discretionary
(ZBA)
Discretionary
(ZBA)
BY RIGHT

Minor - no reg. change
MAJOR - Relaxation
MAJOR - Relaxation

BY RIGHT
BY RIGHT
BY RIGHT

Minor - no reg. change

BY RIGHT

Minor - no reg. change

NONE

Minor - no reg. change
MAJOR - Relaxation

MAJOR - Relaxation

Attachment C Annotated Draft Ordinance With Notes
FEBRUARY 9,2011

Part A
~1.

In the first four paragraphs ·of Section 8 clarify that nonconforming dwellings may be
expanded as authorized herein.

Within the DISTRICTS established by this ordinance or by amendments that may later be adopted, there
exist LOTS, PREMISES, STRUCTURES, ACCESSORY STRUCTURES, USES, and ACCESSORY
USES oflandwhichwere lawful before this ordinance was effective or amended, but which would be
prohibited, regulated, or restricted under the provisions of this ordinance or future amendments.
It is the intent of this ordinance to permit these non-conformities to continue until they are removed,
except as otherwise herein provided, but not to encourage their survival. Suchnon-conformities are
declared by thIS ordinance to be incompatible with th~ permitted STRUCTURES ·and USES of land and
STRUCTURES in the DISTRICTS involved. It is further the intent of this ordinance that such ·
NONCONFORMING USES of land, PREMISES,or STRUCTURES or ACCESSORY STRUCTURES
.shall not be enlarged upon, ex·pimded, or extended except as provided for herein, nor to be used as
grounds for adding other STRUCTURES or USES prohibited elsewhere in the same DISTRICT. .

A NONCONFORMING USE ofland, PREMISES, STRUCTURES or ACCESSORY STRUCTURES ·
shall not be enlarged, expanded, or extended ·after October 10,·.1973, or after the effective date of an .
ordinance amendment renderjng such USE NONCONFORMING except as otherwiseherein prov.ided.
.. Attachment to a STRUCTURE, PREMISES, or land, of any additional SIGNS intended to ·be seen off the .
PREMISES, or land, shall be prohibited. The addition of other USES which are prohibited in the
DISTRICT involved shall not b~ permitted.
A NONCONFORMING USE or a NONCONFORMING STRUCTURE which is nonconforming only ...
because of failure to provide required off-street PARKING SPACES or LOADING BERTHS ·shall have
all the rights of a confomiihg·USE or STRUCTURE provided that no further reduCtion of off~street
PARKING or LOADING BERTHS takes place.

Notes: This change is really nothing more than Ordinance housekeeping and should have been do·ne as . .
.
.
. . part of847-AT-93 Parte.

* indicates changes that were specifically authorized by the Committee of the Whole on 9/07/10 . .
.
.
:j: indicates that for convenience the description bas been shortened and edited from the description actually used in the Legal
Advertisement. Strike out and underlining has been used t6 indicate those changes but these are not changes to the legal
advertisement ·
stril~eout indicates text to be deleted
underlining indicates text to be added . .
Notes are staff comments that are not part of the proposed Ordinance amendment , .

A4\

Attachment C Annotated Draft Ordinance With Notes
FEBRUARY 9, 2011

Part A (continued)
:1:2.
Revise subsection 8.1.2 to authorize that nonconforming lots may be used separately if
authorized by variance.
8.1.2

Once two or more contiguous LOTS or combination of LOTS·and portions of LOTS which
individually do not meet any dimensional, geometric, LOT ACCESS or other standards are
brought into common ownership the LOTS involved shall be considered to be a single
LOT for the purpose of this ordinance. No portion of said LOT shall be used separately or
conveyed to another owner which does not meet all the dimensional, geometric, LOT
ACCESS and other standards established by this ordinance unless a VARIANCE is
granted by the BOARD in accordance with Sectiori9.1.9.
.

Notes: The Committee of the Whole did not authorize this change. This is one ofseveral changes
added by the Zoning Administrator after a series of long conversations with Mr. Tom Lemke, a
long time resident of Wilber Heights.
Nonconforming lots of record are far more widespread than are single family dwellings that are .
nonconforming uses. So long as adequate light and air are provided and public health concerns
are adequately addressed, this kind of variance can result in more efficient use ofland which may
to some small degree reduce the amount of best prime farmland that would otherwise be converted
for development. The ability to use nonconforming lots separately make also make it easier to
redevelop areas like Wilber Heights.
The Zoning Board ofAppeals (ZBA) has in some instances authorized variances to allow
nonconforming lots to be used separately. Two such related cases were 334-V-02 and 335-V-02
which were on property located in Penfield. The minimum lot area required in those cases in
which public water was available but there was no public sewer was 20,000 square feet. Case
334- V-02 was for a proposed lot with 13,260 square feet ofarea (a 34% variance) and Case 335V-02 was for a proposed lot of 17,160 square feet in area (a 14% variance) that already had a
dwelling and a septic system. . A handout from those cases illustrating the distribution ofzoning
lot sizes in Penfield was distributed at the December 16. 2010, public hearingfor this case. As
reviewed in the Summary of Evidence for Case 334-V-02, 50% of the 86 other properties in
Penfield were smaller than the smallest proposed lot. In those cases the Board contacted the
Chdmpaign County Health Department who advised that lot size probably was not critical in
Penfield given that most of the soils there were not suitable for septic systems; and a Class 1
Aerobic Treatment Plant was would probably be the only feasible wastewater treatment option;
and a public official in the township had previously agreed to maintain a tile to serve as an outlet
for a Class I Aerobic Treatment Plant. The variances were approved.

,. indicates changes that were specifically authorized by the Committee of the Whole on 9/07110

! indicates that for convenience the description has been shortened and edited from the description actually used in the Legal
. Advertisement. Strike out and underlining has been used to indicate those changes but these are not changes' to the legal
advertisemenL
slrikeeut indicates text to be deleted
underlining indicates text to be added
Notes are staff commentc; that are not part of the proposed Ordinance amendment
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Attachment C Annotated Draft Ordinance With Notes .
FEBRUARY 9.2011

Part A. 2. (continued)
Paragraph 9.1.9 C. olthe Zoning Ordinance requires that no variance can be approved unless the
ZBA finds that the variance complies with six criteria and one of those criteria is the granting of
the variance will not be injurious to the neighborhood or otherwise detrimental to the public
health, safety, or we!fare.
..

The Ordinance could even be further amended to require specialjindings for any variance for ihe
separate use of nonconforming lots of record but even if that is not required the existing criteria
related to pllb~ic health, safety, or welfare will still require that the ZBA address the public health
concerns.
The Supplemental Memorandum of 1/06/11 included a table that compared the existing
Champaign County Zoning Ordinance requirements to the relevant ordinance requirements of
three similar Illinois counties (McLean, Sangamon, and Peoria). The existing Champaign County
requirements are the most restrictive because McLean and Peoria have similar regulations
regarding nonconforming lots but neither county prohibits this kind of variance and Sangamon
County apparently has no similar requirement.
.
.
This change should HELP ACHIEVE Goal 3 Pr.osperity and the goals and policies for both .
urban lCmd use (policy 5.1.2) and agricultur,e (policy 4:1.4) in 'the Land Resource Management
Pl(ln (LR¥P). .
.

(end of Part A)

... indicates changes that were specifically authorized by theComniittee of the Whole on 9/07/10 .
::: indicates that for convenience the description has been shortened and editedfrorn the description actUally used in the Legal
Advertisement. Strike ou~ and underlim.ng has been used to indicate those 'changes but these are'not changes to the legal
advertisement.
.
.
strilEeelit indicates text to be deleted
underlining indicates text to be added
... .
"
..
Notes are staff conunentslhat are not part of the proposed Ordinance amendment '
,

,
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Attachment C Annotated Draft Ordinance With Notes
. FEBRUARY 9, 2011

PartB
1.
Revise paragraph 8.2.1 B. as follows:
a.
Limit applicability to ·the total expansion since October 10, 1973.
b.
Increase the limit on expansion of a single family dwelling that is a
nonconforming use of land provided that a variance is required if there is
more than one principal use on the lot and the lot area is less than required in
Section 4.3.4.
(3)
Eliminate the limit on the amount of accessory buildings. .

B.

ANONCONFORMING SINGLE FAMILY DWELLINGS that is a
NONCONFORMING USE ofland may be expanded by no more than 200 square
feet and by construction of no more than one new ACCESSORY BUILDl}lG or
addition to an existing ACCESSORY BUILDING proyided that the total area of
such ACCESSORY BUILDING is not more· than 650 square feet. as follows:
· 1.

A SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING that is a NONCONFORMING USE of
land and was 1,200 square feet or less in building floor area (not including
basement) on October 10, 1973, may expand up to a total building floor of
1,500 square feet provided that a VARIANCE is required if there is more
than one PRINCIPAL USE on the LOT and the LOT AREA is less than
required in Section 4.3.4. The expansion may occur all at one time as part
of a total reconstruction or replacement as authorized by Section 8.6.

* 2.

A SINGLE F AMILY DWELLING that is a NONCONFORMING USE of ·
land and exceeded 1,200 square feet in building floor area (not including
basement) on October 10, 1973, may be expanded by a total of 200 square
feet or 25% of building floor area, whichever is greater, compared to the
building floor area that existed on October 10, 1973, provided that a
VARIANCE is required if there is more than one PRINCIPAL USE on the
LOT and the LOT AREA is less than required in Section 4.3.4. The
expansion may occur all at one time as part of a total reconstruction or
replacement as authorized by Section 8.6.

3.

Expansion of existing or construction of any new ACCESSORY
BUILDING or STRUCTURE shall conform to the regulations and
standards for the DISTRICT in which it is located.

.

.

.

* indicates changes thatwere specifically authorized by the Conunittee of the Whole on 9/07/10
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Attachment C Annotated Draft Ordinance With Notes
FEBRUARY 9, 2011

Part B. 1. (continued)
Notes: As reviewed in the Preliminary Memorandum, the Committee of the Whole authorized increasing
this limit to "200 square feet or 25% of building floor area, whichever is greater" at their meeting
on 9107110. FollO'r1!ing that meeting the Zoning Administrator had a series of long conversations
with Mr. Tom Lemke, a long time resident of Wilber Heights. One of the items discussed was that
many of the original homes in Wilber Heights were 10' by 50' mobile homes for which a 200
square feet addition is a very small improvement. Based on that discussion the Zoning
Administrator increased the expansion to allow any single family dwelling that is a
nonconforming use to expand up to 1,500 square feet in building area but a variance is required if
there is more than one PRINCIPAL USE on the LOT and the LOT AREA is less than required
in Section 4.3.4. "
H •• •

The Committee of the Whole did not authorize increasing the allowable expansion to a total of
1,500 square feet and that change is much less restrictive than what the Committee authorized.
The Committee of the Whole also did not authorize that the limit on expansion applies relative
to what existed on October 10, 1973, and that change also resulted from discussions that the
Zoning Administrator had with Mr. Lemke in which both agreed that the limits in the Ordinance
should be as clearly stated as possible. This clarification is consistent with all o/the
documentation of Case B47-AT-93 Part C in which expansion ofsinglefamily dwellings that are
nonconforming uses was first added to the Ordinance.
The Committee of the Whole also did not authorize adding the requirement for a variance in
such instances (even when the addition is only 200 square feet) and that change is in ore
restrictive than the current Ordinance.
The Committee of the Whole also did not authorize eliminating the limit on expansion of
accessory buildings and that change also resulted from discussions that the Zoning Administrator
had with Mr. Lemke. In the case of Wilber Heights it is not clear why there shouldbe any limit on
accessory buildings or structures other than what is already required for .the zoning district.
The Supplemental Memorandum of 1106111 included a table that compared the Champaign
County Zoning Ordinance requirements to the relevant ordinance requirements of three similar
1llinois counties (McLean, Sangamon, and Peoria). In regards to the expansion ofsingle family
dwellings that are nonconforming uses, that Memorandum states the following:
•

McLean County is the least restrictive with no limits on expansion of existing
nonconforming dwellings and requires no discretionary review.

•

Peoria County also has no limit on expansion but does require a special use permit to
allow a nonconforming dwelling to expand.

• indicates changes that were specifically authorized by the Committee of the Whole on 9/07110
~ indicates that for convenience the description has been shortened and edited from the description actUally used in the Legal
Advertisement. Strike out and underlining has been used to indicate those changes but these are not changes to the legal
advertisement.
sui\(eolft indicates text to be deleted
underlining indicates text to be added
Notes are staff comments that are not part of the proPosed Ordinance amendment .
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Attachment C Annotated Draft Ordinance With Notes
FEBRUARY 9, 2011

Part B. 1. (continued)
•

Sangamon County limits the 'a mount of expansion to flo more than '25% of the area
occupied on the effective date of the Ordinance or amendment which'is similar to what is
proposed here for Champaign County but Sangamon Coimty also requires a variance
(discretionary approval) by their Zoning Board ofAppeals (ZBA). The Sangamon County
regulations are more restrictive than what is proposed for Champaign COllhty.

This change should eliminate one of the most serious impediments to ongoing non-conforming
residential use but still retain the key feature of industrial zoning in areas like Wilber Heights that
is no new residences can be constructed and existing residences can have only limited expansion.
Therefore, this part of the proposed amendment will HELP A eH/EVE Goal 3 of the LRMP.

2.

Revise paragraph 8.2.1 C. so that the limit on expansion applies to the iota I expansion since
October 10, 1973.
C.

NONCONFORMING nonresidential USES which are pennitted as of right in the '
R-l, Single Family Residence District and are not otherwise pennitted by Special
Use Pennit may be expanded by a total ofno more than 25%ofbuilding floor area
compared to the building floor area that existed on October 10, 1973, and height,
lot coverage, and off-street parking and loading area only if a VARIANCE is
granted by the BOARD in accordance with Section 9.1.9. '

Notes: · This is identical to part of the change proposed in paragraph B for single family dwellings that
are nonconforming uses and is consistent with the documentation of Case 847-AT-93 Part C in
which expansion of these kind of nonconforming uses waS first added to the Ordinance.
Th.e Committee of the Whole did not authorize this change but it is consistent with the intent of , ' .
the Ordinance' and adds an important clarification that could otherwise lead to disagreements.

'" indicates changes that were specifically authorized by the Committee otthe Wb~le on 9/07/W
~ indicates that for convenience the description has been shortened and edited from the description actUally used
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Part B (continued)
p. Revise subsection 8.2.2 to provide that a single family dwelling that is a nonconforming use
may be moved if authorized by variance.
8.2.2

No such NONCONFORMING USE ofland shall be moved in whole or in part to any
other·portion of the LOT or tract ofland occupied on the effective date of adoption or
amendment of this ordinance except that a SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING that is a
NONCONFORMING USE ofland (including any ACCESSORY BUILDING or
. ACCESSORY STRUCTURE) may be moved on the LOT provided that a VARIANCE is
granted by the BOARD in accordance with Section 9.1.9. Expansion as authorized in 8.2.1
B. shall not be considered moving of the NONCONFORMING USE.

Notes: The Committee of the Whole did 1I0t authorize this change it is consistent with the approved
change to authorize reconstruction of single family dwellings that are nonconforming uses. In
areas like Wilber Heights it is reasonable to assume that in some instances it might be better to
relocate the dwelling to a d~tJerent part of the property as part of any reconstruction. The
requirement for a variance will ensure that the concerns of neighboring property owners (such as
neighboring industries or businesses) will be taken into account and that could facilitate better
neighbor relations improvements in the neighborhood. but
The last sentence makes it clear that expansion authorized in subsection 8.2.1 should not be
considered "relocation".
The Supplemental Memorandum of 1106111 included a table that compared the Champaign
County Zoning Ordinance requirements to the relevant ordinance requirements of three similar
Illinois counties (McLean, Sangamon, and Peoria). In regards to the expansion ofsingle family
dwellings that are nonconforming uses, the table indicates that the existing Champaign County
regulations may be the most restrictive, as follows.'
•
McLean County is similar to Champaign County except that McLean County apparently
does not prohibit variances from this requirement.
•

Peoria County apparently authorizes this by means ofa special use permit.

•

Sangamon County apparently has no similar provision and also does not prohibit
variances in regards to nonconformities.

Because this change couldfacilitate better neighbor relations between residential and nonresidential uses in areas like Wilber Heights, it will HELP A CH/EVE Goal 3 of the LRMP.

• indicates changes that were specifically authorized by the Committee of the Whole on 9/07110
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Part B (continued)
4.
In Subsection 8.2.3 clarify "ceases".
8.2.3

If any such NONCONFORMING USE of land ceases for any reason for a period of more
than 180 consecutive days except for seasonal vacations lasting less than 274 consecutive
days and that occur no more often than once in any 365 consecutive days or except when
actively marketed for sale or rent by either the posting of a sign on the front LOT LINE of
the property or when marketed by other affirmative means, any subsequent USE of such
land shall conform to the regulations and standards set by this ordinance for the DISTRICT
in which such land is located.

Notes: The Committee of the Whole did not authorize and this change adds no new requirement or
change from current practice. This is one ofseveral changes added by the Zoning Administrator
after a series oj long conversations with Mr. Tom Lemke, a long time resident of Wilber Heights.
This change adds an important clarification that could otherwise lead to disagreemf!nts.
Note that compared to previous versions of the Draft Amendment, this version has been revised so
that posting a sign on thefront property line is not the only means of actively marketing a
property for sale or rent. However, this change makes it clear that there must be some verifiable
means ojproof that the property is being marketed in order to protect the nonconforming rights.
In this revised version this change adds no new requirement or change from current practice.
The Supplemental Memorandum of 1/06/11 included a table that compared the Champaign
County Zoning Ordinarice requirements to the relevant ordinance requirements of three similar
Illinois counties (McLean, Sangamon, and Peoria). All three counties have requirements that are
similar to Champaign County's Sec. 8.3 but none of those counties prohibit variances from those
requirements.
(end of Part B)

• indicates changes that were specifically authorized by the Committee of the Whole on 9/07/10
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Parte
Revise subsection 8.3.1 to authorize that a nonconforming structure may be enlarged in a
1.
way that increases the nonconformity if authorized by variance.
8.3.1

No such STRUCTURE may be enlarged or ALTERED in a way which increases its
nonconfonnity unless a VARIANCE is granted by "the BOARD in accordance with Section
9.1.9.

Notes: The Committee of the Whole did not authorize this change but it is consistent with the approved
change to authorize reconstmction ofsingle family dwellings that are nonconforming uses.
Section 8.3 establishes the regulations for "nonconforming structures" which are structures that
do not meet some regulatiolJ or standard related to the structure itself rather than what the
structure may be used for. Subsection 8.3.2 has always authorized variances to rebuild
nonconforming structures.
It seems reasonable t9 give the ZBA the authority to approve this kfnd of variance since in the
future single family dwellings that are nonconforming uses may be rebuilt. This authority may be""
ofparticular importance in areas like Wi/ber Heights with small lots aild a mixture o/residential
and industrial uses. Under such conditions it might be better to relocate the dwelling to a
different part of the property as part ofany reconstruction and given the small nonconforming lot
sizes and narrow lot widths it may be impossible to relocate without increasing nonconformity.
The requirementfor a variance will ensure that the concerns of neigh boring property owners
(such as neighboring industries or businesses) will be taken into account.
The Supplemental Memorandum of 1/06/11 included a table that compared the Champaign
County Zoning Ordinance requirements to the relevant ordinance requirements of three similar
Illinois counties (McLean, Sangamon, and Peoria). In regards to this requirement the table
indicates the following.'
•

All three counties have requirements similar to Champaign County except that none of
those counties appear to prohibit variances from the requirement.

•

Additionally, Peoria County authorizes that a nonconforming structure may be allowed to
continue or expand if authorized by special use permit.

The flexibility provided by this change would make it possible to improve the overall environment
in areas like Wi/ber Heights which would benefit both residential and non-residential uses and
thus it will HELP ACHIEVE Goal 3 of the LRMP.

* indicates changes that were specifically aut110rized by the Committee of the Whole on 9/07/10
"
t indicates that for convenience the description has "been shortened and edited froiD the description actUally used in the Legal "
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Part C (continued)
. +2.
Revise subsection 8.3.3 to authorize that a nonconforming structure may be moved without
conforming to the regulations if authorized by variance.
8.3.3

Should any STRUCTURE be moved for any reason for any distance whatever, it shall
thereafter conform to the regulations and standards for the DISTRICT in which it is
located after it is moved unless a VARIANCE is granted by the BOARD in accordance
with Section 9.1.9.

Notes: The Committee o/the Whole did not authorize this change.
The background and justification for this change are similar to those for #C.i. above. The
comparison to other illinois counties is also similar except that Sangamon County apparently has
no similar requirement and none of those counties prohibit variclncesfrom this requirement.
(end of Part C)

* indicates changes that were specifically authorized by the Committee of the Whole on 9/07/10
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PartD

· tt.

Revise Subsections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2 to authorize that a single family dwelling that is a
nonconforming use may be expanded or reconstructed as authorized in 8.2.

*8.4.1 No existing STRUCTURE devoted to aUSE not pennitted by this ordinance in the
DISTRICT in which it is located shall be enlarged, extended, constructed, reconstructed,
moved, or ALTERED except in changing the USE of such STRUCTURE to a USE
pennitted in the DISTRICT in which it is located except as follows:
A.
A SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING that is a NONCONFORMING USE of land
(including any ACCESSORY BUILDING or ACCESSORY STRUCTURE) may
be enlarged, constructed, reconstructed, mO'ted, or ALTERED without changing
the USE to a pennitted USE and may also be enlarged or moved without changing
'
.
,
the USE as otherwise herein provided.

B.

8.4.2

As otherwise herein provided for structures used for other than A SINGLE
FAMILY DWELLING.

Any NONCONFORMING USE may be extended throughout any parts of the BUILDING
or STRUCTURE which were manifestly arranged or designed for such USE at the
effective date of adoption, or amendment, of this ordinance, but no such USE shall be
extended to occupy land outside of such STRUCTURE except as otherwise herein
provided.

Notes: As reviewed in the Preliminary Memorandum to this case, the Committee of the Whole authorized
changing subsection 8.4.1. The change proposed here is somewhat different informat but the
intention is the same. The change to 8.4.2 is necessary for consistency with subsection 8.2 since
that subsection authorizes expansion which is literally "extending a use to occupy land outside of
the structure ".
Subsection 8.4 establishes the regulations for structures that are used for nonconforming uses
whereas subsection 8.2 establishes the regulations for the nonconforming use of land. A single
family dwelling that is a nonconforming use can be both (1) a nonconforming use of land and also
(2) a structure that is used for a nonconforming use. The regulations by which a single family
dwelling that is a nonconforming use can be enlarged, constructed, reconstructed, moved, or
altered without changing the use are proposed in subsection 8.2 and subsection 8.6 and should not
be repeated here but simply referenced. The proposed text is somewhat vague but that is
purposefully done so as not to make unintentional changes.
The Supplemental Memorandum of 1/06/11 included a table that compared the Champaign
County Zoning Ordinance requirements to the relevant ordinance requirements of three similar
Illinois counties (McLean, Sangamon, and Peoria). In regards to this requirement the
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FEBRUARY 9. 2011

Part D. 1. (continued)
Memorandum and table make clear that the existing Champaign County requirement is the most
restrictive because each of the other three counties all allow nonconforming dwellings to be
reconstructed to some degree as follows:
•
McLean County allows a nonconforming dwelling to be reconstructed for any reason and
without either a varian.ce or (l special use permit (see note M3 in the table).
•

Peoria County requires a special use permit to allow a nonconforming dwelling to be
reconstructed (see note P4 in the table).

•

Sangamon County only allows nonconforming dwellings to be reconstructed ~r damaged
due to catastrophe and if the dwelling is owner occupied (see notes S4, S5, and S7 in the
table).

This change should eliminate one of the most serious impe.diments to ongoing non-conforming
residential use but still retain the key feature of industrial zoning in areas like Wilber Heights that
is no new residences can be constructed and existing residences can have only limited expansion.
Therefore, this part of the proposed amendment will HELP ACHIEVE Goal 3 of the LRMP.

2.

In Subsection 8.4.5 clarify "abandoned" and "discontinued".

8.4.5

When a NONCONFORMING USE of a BUILDING or STRUCTURE or of a PREMISES
is discontinued or abandoned for 180 consecutive days or for 540 days during any 1,095
day period except for seasonal vacations lasting less than 274 consecutive days and that
occur no more often than once in any 365 consecutive days or except when actively
marketed for sale or rent by either the posting of a sign on the front LOT LINE of the
property or when marketed by other affirmative means, the STRUCTURE or the
PREMISES shall thereafter not be used except in compliance with the regulations and
standards of the DISTRICT in which it is located.

Notes: The Commiuee of the Whole did not authorize this change alld this change adds 110 IIew
requirement or change from curren.t practice.
This change is nearly identical to the change proposed in Part B. 4 and the background and
justification for this change are similar to those.

• indicates changes that were specifically authorized by the Committee of the Whole on 9/07110
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Part D. (continued)
3.
In Subsection 8.4.6 provide for replacement of a single family dwelling that is a
nonconforming use.
8.4.6

Where NONCONFORMING USE status applies to a PREMISES, removal or destruction
of the STRUCTURE shall eliminate the NONCONFORMING USE status ofthe land,
except as it may qualify as a NONCONFORMING LOT of record except as otherwise
herein provided.
.

Notes: The Committee of the Whole did not authorize and this but it is consistent with the approved
change to authorize reconstruction ofsingle family dwellings that are nonconforming uses.
The Zoning Ordinance defines "premises" as a lot or tract of land and any structure located
thereon. In areas like Wilber Heights many properties consist ofnonconformbzg lot(s} of record
and a nonconforming structure. If this change is not made the rights to the nonconforming use
would be lost during the effort to reconstruct the dwelling as authorized in subsection 8.2.
The Supplemental Memorandum of 1/06/11 included a table that compared the Champaign
County Zoning Ordinance requirements to the relevant ordinance requirements of three similar
Illinois counties (McLean, Sangamon, and Peoria). In regards to this requirement, the table
indicates that all three counties are less restrictive than the current Champaign County
regulations, as follows:
•
Sangamon County allows nonconforming dwellings to be reconstructed if damaged due to
catastrophe and if the dwelling is owner occupied (see notes S4, S5, and S7 in the table),
•

•

McLean County allows a nonconforming dwelling to be reconstructed for any reason and
without either a variance or a special use permit (see note M3 in the table).
. Peoria County requires a special use permit to allow a nonconforming dwelling to be
reconstructed (see note P4 in the table).

(end of Part D)

• indicates changes that were specifically authorized by the Committee of the Whole on 9/07110
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PartE

tl.

*8.6

Revise Subsection 8.6 to authorize the following:
a.
a single faniily dwelling that is a nonconforming use may be expanded as authorized
in subsection 8.2.1 or reconstructed as authorized in subsection 8.4.1.

a nonconforniing use has no limit ·on the valiae of

b.

a single family dwelling that is
repair or replacement.

c.

Any structure that is nonconforming may be granted a variance to authorize a higher
value of repair or replacement.
. .

Repairs or Maintenance
On any STRUCTURE devoted in whole or in part to any NONCONFORMING l!SE, or which
itselfis NONCONFORMING, work maybe done in a period of365 consecutive days on ordinary
repairs or on repair or replacement of non-bearing walls, fixtures, wiring, or pluinbing, to an
extent not to exceed 10% of the then current replacement value ofthe STRUCTURE, provided
at the- effective
that the volume of such BUILDING or the size .of such STRUCTURE as it existed
.
.'
.
date of the adoption, or amendment, of this otdihanceshall notbe increased except a~ follo·ws:
.

: ,'

A.

As otherwise herein provided; and

B.

There is no limit on the value of repair or replacement for a SINGLE FAMILY
DWELLING that is a NONCONFORMING USE ofland (including any ACCESSORY
BUILDING or ACCESSORY STRUCTURE) including repair or replacement of bearing
.
walls or other structural features.

C.

On any STRUCTURE that is NONCONFORMING a VARIANCE may be granted by the
, BOARD to authorize a higher value of repair or replacement including repair or .
replacement of bearing walls or other structural features.

Nothing in this ordinance shall be deemed to prevent the strengthening or restoring to a safe
condition of any STRUCTURE or part thereof declared to be unsafe by any official charged with
protecting the public safety, upon order of such official.

Notes: As reviewed in the Preliminary Memorandum to this case, the Committee of the Whole authorized
changing subsection 8.6. The change proposed here in paragraphs A and B are somewhat
different in format but the intention is the same.
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Part E. (continued)
The change in paragraph C. is actually consistent with the current provisions of the Ordinance.
Subsection 8.3.1 has always authorized variances to rebuild nonconforming structures but for
some reason this limitation on repair has ah1.'ays applied. The limit on repair of nonconforming
structures contradicts subsection 8.3.2 which has always given the ZBA the ability to grant a
variance to rebuild a nonconforming structure.
The Supplemental Memorandum of 1/06/11 included a table that compared the Champaign
County Zoning Ordinance requirements to the relevant ordinance requirements of three similar
Illinois counties (McLean, Sangamon, and Peoria). In regards to this comparison the
Memorandum and table make clear that the existing Champaign County requirement is the most
restrictive because none of the other counties limit the amount ofrepair authorized on
nonconforming dwellings, as follows:
•
McLean County does not limit the value ofremodeling for a nonconforming dwelling and
does not require either a variance or a special use permit (see note M3).
•

Peoria County does not limit the value of remodeling for a nonconforming dwelling
provided, thata special use permit i$ granted (see note P4 in the table). .

•

Sangamon County does not limit the value ofremodeling for a nonconforming dwelling
and does not require either a variance or a special use permit (see note S8).

This change should eliminate one of the most serious impediments to ongoing non-conforming
residential use but still retain the key feature of industrial zoning in areas like Wilber Heights that
is no new residences can be constructed and existing residences can have only limited expansion.
Therefore, this part of the proposed amendment will HELP A CHIEVE Goal 3 of the LRMP.

(end of Part E)

• indicates changes that were specifically authorized by the Committee of the Whole on 9/07/10
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PartF
~1.

In paragraph 9.1.2 C. require the Zoning Administrator to provide 'a · notice of ·
nonconforming ·zoning on any permit for a single family dwelling in a district in which a
single family dwelling is not an authorized principal use.
C.

Issuance of Zoning Use Permit
1.

The Zoning Administrator shall retain the original copy of the Zoning Use
Permit and shall mark such Permit whether approved or disproved and for
any Zoning Use Permit authorizing construction on a SINGLE FAMILY
DWELLING that is a NONCONFORMING USE ofland in a zoning
DISTRICT in which a SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING is not an authorized
PRINCIP AL USE, the Zoning Use Permit shall include a notice that the
zoning district does not authorize a SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING as a
PRINCIPAL USE and shall indicate in general the types of PRINCIPAL
USE authorized as either business uses or industrial uses.

Notes: ' The Committee of the ,Whole did not authorize and the only requirement that this change ~dds
is on the County Zoning Administrator.
This is one ofseveral changes added by the Zoning Administrator after a series of long ,
conversations with Mr. Tom Lemke, a long time resident of Wilber Heights. This change adds an
important notice to Permits for additions, expansions, or reconstruction of a single family dwelling
that is a nonconforming use. The notice is intended to make the homeowner aware a/the
'
nonconformities in the zoning so that the chance for future problems or surprises is reduced.
The Supplemental Memorandum of 1106/11 included a table that compared the Champaign
County Zoning Ordinance requirements to the relevant ordinance requirements of three similar
Illinois counties (McLean, Sangamon, and Peoria). No other county had a simildrrequirement to
this.
(end of Part F)

,
• indicates changes that were specifically authorized by the Committee of the Whole on 9/07/10
:j: indicates that for convenience the description has been shortened and edited from the description actually used in the Legal

Advertisement. Strike out and underlining has been,used to indicate those changes but these tire hot changes to the legal ,.
" advertisement.
strikeout indicates text to be deleted
underlining indicates text to be added
; ',.'
Notes are staff comments that are not part of the proposed Ordinance amendnient
,

"

A-~~

Attachment C Annotated Draft Ordinance With Notes
FEBRUARY 9, 2011

PartG

:1:1.

In Section 3 revise Definitions so that "nonconforming" only applies.to nonconformities that
existed upon the effective date of adoption or amendment of the ordinance.
NONCONFORMING LOT, STRUCTURE or USE: A LOT, SIGN, STRUCTURE, or USE that
existed on the effective date of adoption or amendment of this ordinance and which does
not conform to the regulations and standards ofthe DISTRICT in which it is located.

Notes: The Committee of the Whole did not authorize this change and this change adds no new
requirement.
This change is consistent with the approved changes.
The Supplemental Memorandum of 1/06111 reviewed a comparison of the ordinance requirements
of three similar Illinois counties (McLean, Sangamon,
and Peoria). Sangamon and Peoria
.
counties have definitions that are similar to the proposed but McLean uses a definition similar to
the existing ordinance.
.

.

(end of Part G)

• indicates changes that were specifically authorized by the Committee of the Whole on 9/07110

:t indicates that for convenience the description has been shortened and edited from the description actually used in the Legal
Advertisement. Strike out and underlining has been used to indicate those changes but these are not changes to the legal
advertisement
strikeel:1t indicates text to be deleted .
underlining indicates text to be added
Notes are staff comments that are not part of the proposed Ordinance amendment- .
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AS APPROVED
675-AT-I0
FINDING OF FACT
AND FINAL DETERMINATION
of
Champaign County Zoning Board of Appeals
Final
Detennination: RECOMMEND ENACTMENT
Date:

February 17, 2011

Petitioner: Zoning Administrator
.'

Request:
Amend the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance as follows*:
Part A 1.
In the first four paragraphs of Section 8 clarify that nonconforming (NC) dwellings may be
expanded as authorized herein.
2.
Revise 8.1.2 to authorize that NC lots may be used separately if authorized by variance.
. .'
Revise 8.2.1 B. as follows:
Part B 1.
a.
Limit applicability to the total expansion since October 10,1973;
b.
Increase the limit on expansion of a single family (SF) dwelling that is a NC use
provided that a variance is required if more than one principal use on the lot and the
lot area is less than required in subsection 4.3.4.
c.
Eliminate the limit on the amount of accessory buildings.
Revise 8.2.1 C. so that the limit on expansion applies to the total since Oct. 10,1973.
2.
3.
Revise 8.2.2 to authorize that a SF dwelling that is a NC use may be moved if authorized by
variance.
4.
In 8.2.3 clarify "ceases".
Revise 8.3.1 to authorize that a NC structure may be enlarged in a way that increases the
Part C 1.
nonconformity if authorized by variance.
Revise 8.3.3 to authorize that a NC structure may be moved without conforming to the
2.
regulations if authorized by variance.
Part D 1.
Revise 8.4.1 and 8.4.2 to authorize that a SF dwelling tbat is a NC use may be expanded or
reconstructed as authorized in 8.2.
2.
In 8.4.5 clarify "abandoned" and "discontinued".
3.
In 8.4.6 provide for replacement of a SF dwelling that is a NC use.
PartE
Revise 8.6 to authorize the following:
a.
A SF dwelling tbat is a NC use may expand as authorized in 8.2.1 or reconstructed as
authorized in 8.4.1.
b.
A SF dwelling that is a NC use has no limit on the value of repair or replacement.
c.
Any structure that is NC may be granted a variance to authorize a higher value of
repair.
PartF
In 9.1.2 C. require the Zoning Administrator to provide notice of NC zoning on any permit
for a SF dwelling in a district in which a SF dwelling is not.an authorized principal use.
Revise Section 3 Definitions so that "nonconforming" only applies to nonconformities that ·
PartG
existed upon the effective date of adoption or amendment of the ordinance~

* NOTE: the description of the Request has been simplifie~ from theactu~llegal advertisement.
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FINDING OF FACT
From the documents of record and the testimony and exhibits received at the public hearing conducted on
December 16,2010; January 6, 2011; January 20,2011; and February 17,2011, the Zoning Board of
Appeals of Champaign County finds that:
1.

The petitioner is the Zoning Administrator.

2.

The need for the amendment came about as follows:
A.
The Wilber Heights neighborhood is an area of approximately 36 acres located in Section
31 of Somer Township.
B.

Wilber Heights is characterized by highly intermixed residential, commercial, and
industrial land uses. The area was developed as a single family residence development in
1928 in what was then a semi-rural location.

C.

Under the City of Champaign's 1961 zoning ordinance existing single family residences
were made nonconforming but mobile homes were permitted in the City's industrial
classifications.

D.

The County zoned the western three-quarters of the area 1- i Light Industry and the eastern
quarter 1-2 Heavy Industry in 1973 following the pattern established by the City of
Champaign.

E.

The County's decision to zone the area industrial extended the nonconforming status of the
residential uses in Wilbur Heights. Nonconforming uses may not be expanded or relocated
on a lot. Consequently homeowners in Wilber Heights may not add to their residences or
construct accessory buildings. The intent of these restrictions on nonconforming uses is to
discourage their survival so that sooner or later they will be abandoned and the land
converted to more appropriate conforming land uses.

F.

The zoning of the Wilber Heights neighborhood was reconsidered in a rezoning case filed
in 1977 (Case 236-AM-77). That case sought to rezone the entire neighborhood to R-2
Single Family Residence. The rezoning was denied due to its impact on the numerous
commercial and industrial uses in the neighborhood by rendering them nonconforming.

G.

Despite being made nonconforming almost 40 years ago many residential uses survive in
Wilber Heights. Abandonment and conversion of these nonconformities is proceeding very
slowly. This is likely due to the poor condition of infrastructure in the area, the lack of
sanitary sewer, and the very small size of the residential lots. This area is entirely
surrounded by land, developed or zoned for intense commercial or industrial use.
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Item 2 (continued)
H.

A front page article appeared in the Sunday, July 25, 20 I 0, edition of The News Gazette
regarding Wilber Heights and the problems that the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance
has caused for the residents.

I.

ELUC discussed Wilber Heights in August of 1992, however, two important zoning
problems were not mentioned in the staff memo to ELUC from August 6, 1992. These two
.. .
..
problems were the focus of the News Gazette artiCle, as follows: ··
(1)
The prohibition on reconstruction of adweIling that is 'a nonconfonning use; and
(2)

3.

The annual limit on ordinary repairs to no more than 10% of the current
replacement value for adwelling that is a nonconforming use.

K.

At their September 7, 2010, meeting the Champaign County COinmittee of the Whole
authorized a text amendment to the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance that would
remove the limit on anI1Ual maintenance and authorize reconstruCtion of single· family
..
.
..
dwellings that are nonconforming uses.

J.

The proposed amendment will change the Zoning Ordinance requirement for any SINGLE
FAMILY DWELLING which is a NONCONFORMING USE and not just those in Wilber
Heights.
.

Municipalities with zoning and townships with planning commissions haveprotestrjghts 011(111
text amendments and they are notified of such caSes. No comments have been received to date.

SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT

4.

The proposed amendment is attached to the Finding of Fact as it will appear in .the Zoning
O r d i n a n c e . '"

GENERALLY REGARDING THE LRMP GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND POLICIES

5.

The Champaign County Land Resource Management Plan (LRMP) was adopt~d by the COUlity
Board on April 22, 2010. The LRMP Goals, Objectives, and Policies were drafted through an .
inclusive and public process that produced a set of ten goals, 42 objectives, and 100 policies,
which are currently the only guidance for amendments to the Champaign County Zoning .
Ordinance, as follows:
A.

The Purpose Statement of the LRMP Goals, Objectives, and Policies is as follows:
"It is the purpose of this plan to encourage municipalities and the County te,
protect the land, air; water, natural resources and environment of the County
and to encourage the use of such resources in a manner which is socially
and economically desirable. The Goals, Objectives and Policies necessary
to achieve this purpose are as follows:"
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Item 5 (continued)
B.
The LRMP defines Goals, Objectives, and Polices as follows:
(1)
Goal: an ideal future condition to which the community aspires

C.

(2)

Objective: a tangible, measurable outcome leading to the achievement of a goal

(3)

Policy: a statement of actions or requirements judged to be necessary to achieve
goals and objectives

The Background given with the LRMP Goals, Objectives, and Policies further states,
"Three documents, the County Land Use Goals and Policies adopted in 1977, and two sets
of Land Use Regulatory Policies, dated.2001 and 2005, were built upon, updated, and
consolidated into the LRMP Goals, Objectives and Policies."

REGARDING LRMP GOALS

6.

LRMP Goal 1 is entitled "Planning and Public Involvement" and states that "Champaign County
will attain a system of land resource management planning build on b~oad public involvement that
supports effective decision making by the County." The proposed amendment appears to HELP
ACHIEVE Goal 1 for the following reason:
A.

The only objective under Goal 1 that is related to the proposed amendment is
Objective 1.1 that is entitled "Guidance on Land Resource Management
Decisions", and states, "Champaign County will consult the LRMP that formally
establishes County land resource management policies and serves as an important
source of guidance for the making of County land resource management
decisions. "

The proposed amendment appears to HELP ACHIEVE objective 1.1.
7.

LRMP Goal .2 is entitled "Governmental Coordination" and states '.'Champaign County will
collaboratively formulate land resource and development policy with other units of government in
areas of overlapping land use planning jurisdiction." Goal 2 is relevant to the proposed
amendment to the extent that municipalities with comprehensive plans are able to protest any
proposed amendment to the Zoning Ordinance and those protests must either . b~ defeated by a
supermajority of the County Board or alternatively the County Board and protesting municipality
find a compromise that has no municipal protest and that is acceptable to a simple majority of the
County Board. Any disagreements over land use policy must be settled by elected bodies and
those bodies can only be heard late in the text amendment process.
It is assumed that any disagreements that arise over the proposed text amendment will be settled
through what amounts to a collaborative process and at this time the proposed amendment appears
to provisionally warrant a HELP ACHIEVE for goal 2. .
-
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Item 7 (continued)
8.
LRMP Goal 3 is entitled "Prosperity" and states "Champaign County will encourage economic
growth and development to ensure prosperity for its residents and the region." Goal 3 has three
objectives and no policies. The proposed amendment appears to HELP ACHIEVE Goal 3 for
the following reasons:
A.

B.

Regarding the Wilber Heights neighborhood specifically:
(1)

The industrial designation for Wilber Heights was apparently consistent with
Champaign City zoning because at the time the City zoning ordinance apparently
authorized mobile homes in industrial zoning districts.

(2)

As documented in Zoning Case 236-AM-77 in which Wilber Heights was proposed
to be rezoned to the R-2 Single Family Residence District and which ultimately
failed, retaining the industrial zoning designation for Wilber Heights was intended
to protect existing businesses and that is directly related ~o the general goal of
prosperity.

Regarding all areas similar to Wilber Heights in whiCh single family dwellings are
nonconforming uses:
.
(1)

There are likely many reasons why areas like Wilber Heights have not been
converted to all industrial or business uses. Small nonconforming lots ofrecord are
typically found in such areaS and small lot sizes generally make redevelopment
very difficult because while property owners can theoretically sell their properties
for industrial development it generally requires many multiple lots to provide an
adequate area for a modem business or industrial use. At the August 13, 1992,
Environment and Land Use Committee meeting the Champaign County Zoning
Administrator stated the following in regard to Wilber Heights in particular:
The area was platted into small residential lots but individual properties are
usually too small to be used for permitted commercial or industrial uses so
this keeps people from selling their individual property for these uses, and
realizing the full value of their property unless someone was able to
assemble a number of these parcels to offer for commercial or industrial
use.

(2)

Over time the effect of the Zoning Ordinance regulations regarding nonconforming
uses has been to lower the value of residential properties in areas like Wilber
Heights by limiting the amount and type of repairs that are authorized and by not
allowing older homes to be replaced even if the residents of those· homes were
content living in areas similar to Wilber Heights. The overall effect has been to
lessen prosperity.
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Item 8.B. (continued)
C.
The proposed amendment is intended to eliminate the most serious impediments to
ongoing non-coIifonning residential use but still retain the key feature of industrial zoningno new residences can be constructed and existing residences can have only limited
expansion. Considered in that context, parts B, t, D, and E of the proposed amendment
HELP ACHIEVE Goal 3.
D.

9.

It may also be that the provisions of Part A.2. of the proposed amendment that authorizes
that nonconfonning lots of record may be used separately if authorized by variance, will
also HELP ACHIEVE .the Goal for Prosperity by making redevelopmentofareas like
Wilber Heights easier.

LRMP Goal 4 is entitled "Agriculture" and states, "Champaign County will protect the long term
viability of agriculture in Champaign County and its land resource ,baSe." The proposed
,amendment appears to HELP ACHIEVE Goal 4 for the following reasons:
A.

Part A.2. of the proposed amendment authorizes that nonconfonning lots of record may be
used separately if authorized by variance. The greatest concelltrations of nonconforming
lots ,of record are in the unincorporated areas surrounding the larger municipalities and
within existing unincorporated settlements such as Dewey, Penfield, Seymour, etc. So
long as adequate light and air are provided and public health concerns are adequately ",
addressed, this kind of variance can result in more efficient use of land which may in some
small degree reduce the amount of best prime farmland that would otherwise be converted
for development. In regards to Agriculture this amendment should HELP ACHIEVE the,
following policy:
'
.
(1)
Policy 4.1.4 that states as follows:
The County will guarantee landowners of one or more lawfu(ly created lotstha,t are,
recorded and lawfully conveyed and are considered a good zoning lot(ie~ a lot that .'
meets County zoning requirements in effect at the time the lot is created) the by
right development allowance to establish a single family dwelling or non,.. , "
agncultural land use on each such lot, provided that current public health, safety,
and transportation standards are met.
'
(2)

10.

Public health and safety concerns are reviewed under item 11 of this Finding of
'Fact. 'That discussion finds that these concerns are adequately addressed by the
proposed amendment.

LRMP Goal 5 is entitled "Urban Land Use" and states, "Champaign County will encourage urban
" development that is compact and ' contiguous to existing cities, villages, and existing
unincorporated settlements." The proposed amendment appears to HELP ACHIEVE Goal 5 for '
the followingreasons:
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Item 10.A. (continued)
A.
Urban land is defined in the Appendix of Volume 2 of the LRMP as land within the
County that is either within municipal corporate limits or unincorporated land that is
designated for future urban land use on an adopted municipal comprehensive plan, adopted
intergovernmental plan or special area plan and served by or located within the service area
of a public sanitary sewer system.
B.

11.

Part A.2. of the proposed amendment authorizes that nonconforming lots of record may be
used separately if authorized by variance•. The greatest concentrations of nonconforming
lots of record are in the unincorporated areas surrounding the larger municipalities and
within existing unincorporated settlements such as Dewey, Penfield, Seymour, etc. So
long as adequate light and air are provided and public health concerns are adequately
addressed, this kind of variance can result in more efficient use ofland which may in some .
small degree reduce the amount of best prime farmland that would otherwise be converted
for development. In regards to Urban Land Use this amendment should HELP
ACHIEVE the following policy:
(1)
Policy 5.1.2 that states as follows:
a.
The County will encourage that only compact ·and contiguous discretionary
development occur within or adjacent to existing villages that have not yet
adopted a municipal.comprehensive plan.
b.
The County will require that only compact and contiguous discretionary
development occur within or adjacent to existing unincorporated '
settlements.

LRMP Goal 6 is entitled "Public Health and Safety" and states "Champaign County will ensure
protection of the public health and public safety in land resource management decisions." The
proposed amendment appears to HELP ACHIEVE Goal 6 for the following reasons:
A.

Policy 6.1.2 of the LRMP states that the County will ensure that the proposed wastewater
disposal and treatment systems of discretionary development will not endanger public
health, create nuisance conditions for adjacent uses, or negatively impact surface or
groundwater quality.
The proposed amendment appears to HELP ACHIEVE policy 6.1.2 for the following
reasons:
(I)

Part B 1 of the proposed amendment allows very small single family dwellings 'that
are nonconforming uses to be expanded so as to provide a more modem home but a
variance is required if " ...there is more than one PRINCIPAL USE on the LOT and
the LOT AREA is less than required in Section 4.3;4."

(2)

Most areas like Wilber Heights are not served by a sanitary sewer and development
of the property must provide for an adequate septic system particularly if there is
more than one principal use on the property.
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Item II.A. (continued)
(3)
Requiring a variance allows the Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBA) to make sure that
building expansion does not result in a septic problem that could have been
,avoided.
'

,

..

12.

LRMP Goal 7 is entitled "Transportation" and states "Champaign County will coordinate land use
decisions in 'the unincorporated area with the existing and planned transportation infrastructure and
services." Goal 7 is NOT RELEVANT to the proposed amendment because it does not address
transportation infrastructure nor should the proposed amendment create any problems for existing
transportation infrastructure.

13.

LRMP Goal 8 is entitled "Natural Resources" and ,states, "Champaign County will strive to '
conserve and enhance the County's landscape and natural resources and ensure their' sustainable
use." Goal 8 is NOT RELEVANT to the proposed amendmerit because the proposed amendment
does not address natural areas or natural resources nor should it lead to the decline of County's
landscape ~d natural resources.

14.

LRMP Goal 9 is entitled "Energy Conservation" and , states "Champaign County will encourage
energy conservation, efficiency, and the use of renewable energy sources." The proposed
amendment appears to HELP ACHIEVE Goal 9 for the following reasons:
A.

15.

Objective 9.3 ofthe LRMP states the County will encourage land use and transportation
planning policies ,that maximize energy conservation and efficiency. The proposed
amendment appears'to HELP ACHIEVE objective 9.3 for the foHowing reasons:
(1)

Part D of the proposed amendment eliminates the prohibition in section 8.4 on
replacement of a single family dwelling.that is a nonconforming use thus making it
possible' to replace an older energy inefficient home with a newer more energy
, efficient home.
'
,
,

(2) ,

PartE of the proposed amendment eliminates the limit on repair in sectio~8.6 s~ ,
, that there are no limits on repair of a single family dwelling that is a
nonconforming use thus making it possible to upgrade an older energy inefficient
home with energy efficient remodeling unconstrained by the Zoning Ordinance.

LRMP Goal lOis entitled "Cultural Amenities" and states "Champaign County will promote the
development and preservation of cultural amenities that contribute to a high qualityoflife for its
citizens." Goal lOis NOT RELEVANT to the proposed amendment because the proposed
amendment only relates to existing non-conforming structures and properties.
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REGARDINGOTHE PURPOSE OF THE ZONING ORDINANCE

16.

The proposed amendment appears to HELP ACHIEVE the purpose of the Zoning Ordinance as
established in Section 2 of the Ordinance for the following reasons:
A.

Paragraph 2.0 (b) of the Ordinance states that one purpose of the zoning regulations and
standards that have been adopted and established is to conserve the value of land,
BUILDINGS, and STRUCTURES throughout the COUNTY.
(1)

As reviewed in Finding of Fact item 8, the likely effect of the original and existing
Zoning Ordinance regulations regarding single family dwellings that are
NONCONFORMING USES has been to lower the value of residential properties in
areas like Wilber Heights by limiting the amount and type of repairs that are
authorized and by not allowing older homes to be replaced even if the residents of
those homes were content living in the area.

(2)

The Champaign County Zoning Ordinance does not have to be so restrictive
regarding repair and replacement of single family dwellings that are
NONCONFORMING USES. Relevant considerations are the following:
(a)
There is nothing in the Illinois Compiled Statutes that requires a county
zoning ordinance to be so restrictive in teIins of single family dwellings that
are NONCONFORMING USES.
(b)

It is difficult to generalize from Illinois case law but at this time there is no
obvious reason in Illinois case law for a county zoning ordinance to be so
restrictive in terms of single family dwellings that are NONCONFORMING
USES.

(c)

The Zoning Administrator compared the existing Champaign County
Zoning Ordinance restrictions on single family dwellings that are
NONCONFORMING USES to the restrictions on nonconforming dwellings
in three comparable Illinois counties (McLean County, Peoria County, and
Sangamon County) iIi the Supplemental Memorandum dated January 26,
2011. The comparison revealed the following:
.
1.
The other three counties all allow nonconforming dwellings to be
reconstructed to some degree whereas Champaign County does not.
11.

The other three counties do not limit the amoUllt of annual repair
authorized on nonconforming dwellings although Peoria County
does require a Special Use Pemiit and Champaign County limits the
annual repair to no more than 10% of the replacement value.

111.

Two of the counties (McLean and Peoria) have no limit on the
expansion of nonconforming dwellings unlike Champaign County
which currently limits the expansion to 200 square feet. Sangamon
County requires a variance to allow a nonconforming dwelling to
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Item 16. A. (continued)
expand and also limits the expansion to 25% ofthe area occupied
on the effective date of the Ordinance or amendment. S$lgamon
County could be considered somewhat more restrictive than
Champaign County because if the original dwelling was a small
home (or small mobile home) of no more than 800 square feetthe .
25% limit is comparable or less than the current Champaign County
limit of 200 square feet and the variance requires a public hearing.
However, for nonconforming
dwellings that were originally larger
.
.
than 800 square feet this will result in a greater square footage
expansion than currently allowed by Champaign County.
(3)

Mr. Homer Kirby who lives in the Wilber Heights neighborhood at 312 Paul
Avenue, Champaign, testified at the January 6, 2011, publicl1earing as foHows:
(a) . He said that the value of the properties in the neighborhood is going down
because the homes and accessory buildings cannot be rebuilt or expanded.
(b)

B.

: .' .

.

.

'.

He said that no one is going to purchase property in Wilber Heights if they
are not able to rebuild a structure that is destroyed.

Paragraph 2.0 (e) of the Ordinance states that otie purpose of the zoning regulations and
standards have been adopted and established to promote the public health, safety, comfort,
morals, and general welfare.
(1)
Mr. Homer Kirby who lives in the Wilber Heights neighborhood at 312 Paul '
A venue, Champaign, testified at the December 16, 2010, public hearing as follows:
(a)
He asked the Board what they were supposed to do iftheir house was
destroyed by fire and they were not allowed to rebuild it.
(2)

Mr: Homer Kirby who lives in the Wilber Heights neighbor~ood at 312 Paul
Avenue, Champaign, testified at the January 6,2011, public hearing as follows:
(a)
He said that the property owners in the neighborhood are in a no-win
situation and it has been this way for years.

(3)

As reviewed in Finding of Fact item 8, the likely effect of the original and existing .
Zoning Ordinance regulations regarding single family dwellings that are
NONCONFORMING USES has been to lower the value of residential properties in
areas like Wilber Heights by limiting the amount and type of repairs that are
authorized and by not allowing older homes to be. replaced even ifthe residents of . .
those homes were content living in the area. The combined eff~cts of less
allowable maintenance and no possible replacement can be that buildings fall .into a
permanent state of disrepair.

(4)

The proposed amendment will eliminated the limit on repair of single family
dwellings that are NONCONFORMING USES and also allow complete
replacement of single family dwellings that are NONCONFORMING USES.
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Item 16. (continued)
C.
Paragraph 2.0 (j) ofthe Ordinance states that one purpose of the zoning regulations and
standards that have been adopted and established is to divide the entire County into
districts of such number, shape, area, and such different classes acCording to the use of
land, buildings, and structures, intensity of the use of lot area, area of open spaces, and
other classification as may be deemed best suited to carry out the purpose of the ordinance.
The proposed amendment will not change the status quo in that areas like Wilber Heights
will retain their non-residential designation and new non-residential land uses can continue
to be established.
D.

Paragraph 2.0 (k) ofthe Ordinance states that one purpose of the zoning regulatiops and
standards that have been adopted and established is to fix regulations and standards to
which buildings, structures, or uses therein shall conform.
The proposed amendment will not change the status quo and areas like Wilber Heights will
retain their non-residential designation with specific regulations and standards but it will
change parts of the Ordinance that have resulted in long standing problems for owners of
single family dwellings that are NONCONFORMING USES
.
.

E.

Paragraph 2.0 (I) of the Ordinance states that one purpose of the zoning regulations .and
standards that have been adopted and established is to prohibit uses, buildings, or .
structures incompatible with the character of such districts.
The proposed amendment will not change the status quo and areas like Wilber Heights will
retain their non-residential designation and the establishment of additional dwellings will
continue to be prohibited.
The proposed amendment will change parts of the Ordinance that have resulted in long
standing problems for owners of single family dwellings that are NONCONFORMING
USES.

F.

Paragraph 2.0 (m) of the Ordinan.ce states that one purpose ofthe zoning regulations and
standards that have been adopted and established is to prevent additions to and alteration or
remodeling of existing buildings, structures, or uses in such a way as to avoid the .
restrictions and limitations lawfully imposed under this ordinance.
The proposed amendment will lawfully establish new regulations that are less restrictive
than the current regulations but it will still prevent additions to and alteration or
remodeling of existing buildings, structures, or uses in such a way as to avoid the
restrictions and limitations lawfully imposed under this ordinance.
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DOCUMENTS OF RECORD
1.

Memo to Champaign County Board Committee of the Whole dated August 30,2010

2.

Application for Text Amendment from Zoning Administrator, dated March 11, 2010

3.

Preliminary Memorandum for Case 675-AT-IO with attachments:
A
Memo to Champaign County Board Committee ofthe Whole dated August 30, 2010
(included separately) with attachments
B
Section 8 of Champaign County Zoning Ordinance (iricludedseparately)
C
Paragraph 9.1.9 B of the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance
D
Excerpted Definitions from Zoning Ordinance
E
Proposed Draft Amendment

4.

Handout at the December 16,2010, public hearing from Cases 334-V-02 and 335-V-02 illustrating
the distribution of zoning lot sizes in Penfield

5.

Supplemental Memonindum for Case 67 5-AT-IOdated December 30, 2010, with attachment:
A
Revised Draft Amendment

6.

Supplemental Memorandum for Case 675-AT-IO dated January 6,2011, with. attachment:
A
Comparison OfCert~dn Existing Champaign County Zoning Ordinance Requirements For
Nonconformities With Other Counties

7.

Supplemental Memorandum for Case 675-AT-1O dated JanlJary 26, 2011, with attachment: ·
A
Revised Annotated Draft Ordinance

8.

Supplemental Memorandum for Case 675-AT -10 dated February 10,2011, with attachments:
A
A Guide to the Parts of Case 675-AT-1O
B
ReviserlAnnotated Draft Ordinance With Notes
C
. ·PrelimiriaI)' Draft FihdirigofFact (included separately)
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SUMMARY FINDING OF FACT
From the documents of record and the testimony and exhibits received at the public hearing conducted on
December 16,2010; January 6, 2011; January 20, 2011; and February 17,2011, the Zoning Board of
Appeals of Champaign County finds that:
1.

2.

The proposed Zoning Ordinance text amendment will HELP ACHIEVE the Land Resource
Management Plan because:
A.

The proposed Zoning Ordinance text amendment will HELP ACHIEVE the following
LRMP goals:
·
. ..
•
Goal 1 Planning and Public Involvement
•
Goal 2 Governmental Coordination (provisional)
•
Goal 3 Prosperity
•
Goal 4 Agriculture
•
Goal 5 Urban Land Use
•
Goal 6 Public Health and Public Safety.

B.

The proposed Zoning Ordinance text amendment WILL NOT IMPEDE the achievement
of other LRMP goals.

.The proposed text amendment WILL .IMPROVE.the Zoning Ordinance because it will:
A.

HELP ACHIEVE the purpose of the Zoning Ordinance.

B.

CORRECT ERRORS in the text of the Zoning Ordinance.

C.

RELAX UN'R EASONABLE REQUIREMENTS ~f.the Zoning Ordinance.

D.

PROVIDE FLEXIBILITY in the Zoning Ordinance for land .owners in Champaign
.County.
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AS APPROVED FINDING OF FACT

FINAL DETERMINATION
Pursuant to the authority granted by Section 9.2 of the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance, the Zoning
Board of Appeals of Champaign County detennines that:
The Zoning Ordinance Amendment requested in Case 675-AT-IO should BE ENACTED by the
County Board in the fonn attached hereto.
The foregoing is an accurate and complete record of the Findings and Detennination of the Zoning Board
of Appeals of Champaign County.
SIGNED:

Eric Thorsland, Chair
Champaign County Zoning Board of Appeals
ArrEST:

Secretary to the Zoning Board of Appeals
Date
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Part A
1.
In the first four paragraphs of Section 8 clarify that nonconforming dwellings may be
expanded as authorized herein.
Within the DISTRICTS established by this ordinance or by amendments that may later be adopted, there
exist LOTS, PREMISES, STRUCTURES, ACCESSORY STRUCTURES, USES, and ACCESSORY
USES of land which were lawful before this ordinance was effective or amended, but which would be
prohibited, regulated, or restricted under the provisions of this ordinance or future amendments.
It is the intent of this ordinance to permit these non-conformities to continue until they are removed,
except as otherwise herein provided,but not to encourage their survival. Such non-conformities are
declared by this ordinance to be incompatible with the permitted STRUCTURES and USES ofland and
STRUCTURES in the DISTRICTS involved. It is further the intent ofthis ordinance that such
NONCONFORMING USES ofland, PREMISES, or STRUCTURES or ACCESSORY STRUCTURES
shall not be enlarged upon, expanded, or extended except as provided for herein, nor to be used as
grounds for adding other STRUCTURES or USES prohibited elsewhere in the same DISTRICT.

A NONCONFORMING USE of land, PREMISES, STRUCTURES or ACCESSORY STRUCTURES
shall not be enlarged, expanded, or extended after October 10, 1973, or after the effective date of an
ordinance amendment rendering such USE NONCONFORMING except as otherwise herein provided.
Attachment to a STRUCTURE, PREMISES, or land, of any additional SIGNS intended to be seen off the
PREMISES, or land, shall be prohibited. The addition of other USES which are prohibited in the
DISTRICT involved shall not be permitted.
A NONCONFORMING USE or a NONCONFORMING STRUCTURE which is nonconforming only
because of failure to provide required off-street PARKING SPACES or LOADING BERTHS shall have
all the rights of a conforming USE or STRUCTURE provided that no further reduction of off-street
PARKING or LOADING BERTHS takes place.

2.

Revise subsection 8.1.2 to authorize that nonconforming lots may be used separately if
authorized by variance.
8.1.2

Once two or more contiguous LOTS or combination of LOTS and portions of LOTS which
individually do not meet any dimensional, geometric, LOT ACCESS or other standards are
brought into common ownership the LOTS involved shall be considered to be a single
LOT for the purpose of this ordinance. No portion of said LOT shall be used separately or
conveyed to another owner which does not meet all the dimensional, geometric, LOT
ACCESS and other standards established by this ordinance unless a VARIANCE is
granted by the BOARD in accordance with Section 9.1.9.
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PartB
1.
Revise paragraph 8.2.1 B. as follows:
a.
Limit applicability to the total expansion' since October 10, 1973.
b.
Increase the limit on expansion of a single family dwelling that is a nonconforming
use of land provided that"a variance is required if there is more than one principal
use on the lot and the lot area is less than required in SeCtion 4.3.4.
c.
Eliminate the limit on the amount of access'o ry buildings. "
B.

A SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING that is a NONCONFORMING USE ofland
may be expanded as follows:
1. .

2.

3.

2.

A SINGLE FAMILYDWELLING thatisa NONCONFORMING USE of
land and was 1,200 sq~are feet or less in building floor area (not including
basement) on October ro, 1973, may expandup to a total building floor of
1,500 square feet provided that a VARIANCE is required if there is more
than one PRINCIPAL USE on' the LOT arid the LOT AREA is less than
required in Section 4.3.4. Th~ expansion may pccur all at one time as part
of a total reconstruction or replacement as authorized by Section 8.6.
A SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING that is a NQNCONFORMING USE of
land and exceeded 1,200 squar~ fee(in building floor area (not including "
basement) on October 10, 1973, maybe expanded by a total of200 square
. feet or 25% of building floor area, whichever is greater, compared to the
building floor area that existed on October 10, 1973, provided that a
VARIANCE is required if there is more than one PRINCIPAL USE on the
LOT and the LOT AREA is less than'iequired in Section 4.3.4. The
expansion may occur all at one time as part of a total reconstruction or
replacement as authorized by Section 8.6.
Expansion of existing or construction of any new ACCESSORY
BUILDING or STRUCTURE shall confonn to the regulations and
standards for the DISTRICT in which it is located.

Revise paragraph 8.2.1 C. so that the limit on expansion applies to .theJotal exp"a nsion since .
. October 10, 1973.
"
"
C.

NONCONFORMING nonresidential USES which are pennitted as of ri~t in the
R-l, Single Family Residence District and are not otherwise pennitted by Special
Use Pennit may be expanded by a total of no more than 25% of building floor area
compared to the building floor area that existed on October 10, 1973, and height,
lot coverage, and off-street parking and loading area only if a VARlANCE is
granted by the BOARD in accordance with Section 9.1.9.
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Revise subsection 8.2.2 to provide that a single family dwelling that is a nonconforming use
may be moved if authorized by variance.
8.2.2

4.

No such NONCONFORMING USE ofland shall be moved in whole or in part to any
other portion of the LOT or tract of land occupied on the effective date of adoption or
amendment of this ordinance except that a SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING that is a
NONCONFORMING USE ofland (including any ACCESSORY BUILDING or
ACCESSORY STRUCTURE) may be moved on the LOT provided that a VARIANCE is
granted by the BOARD in accordance with Section 9.1.9. Expansion as authorized in 8.2.1
B. shall not be considered moving of the NONCONFORMING USE.

In Subsection 8.2.3 clarify "ceases".
8.2.3

If any such NONCONFORMING USE ofland ceases for any reason for a period of more
than 180 consecutive days except for seasonal vacations lasting less than 274 consecutive
days and that occur no more often than once in any 365 consecutive days or except when
actively marketed for sale or rent by either the posting of a sign on the front LOT LINE of
the property or when marketed by other affirmative means, any subsequent USE of such
land shall conform to the regulations and standards set by this ordinance for the DISTRICT
in which such land is located.

PartC

1.

Revise subsection 8.3.1 to authorize that a nonconforming structure may be enlarged in a
way that increases the nonconformity if authorized by variance.
8.3.1

2.

No such STRUCTURE maybe enlarged or ALTERED in a way which increases 'its
nonconformity unless a V ARrANCE is granted by the BOARD in accordance with Section
9.1.9.

Revise subsection 8.3.3 to authorize that a nonconfQrming structure may be moved without
conforming to the regulations if authorized by variance • .
8.3.3

Should any STRUCTURE be moved for any reason for any distance whatever, it shall
thereafter conform to the regulations and standards for the DISTRICT in which it is
located after it is moved unless a VARIANCE is granted by the BOARD in accordance
with Section 9.1.9.

Part D
Revise Subsections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2 to authorize that a single family dwelling that is a
1.
nonconforming use may be expanded or reconstructed as authorized in 8.2.
8.4.1

No existing STRUCTURE devoted to a USE not permitted by this ordinance in the
DISTRICT in which it is located shall be enlarged, extended, constructed, reconstructed,
moved, or ALTERED except in changing the USE of such STRUCTURE to a USE
permitted in the DISTRICT in which it is located except as follows:
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8.4.2

2.

A.

A SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING that is a NONCONFORMING USE of land
(including any ACCESSORY BUILDING or ACCESSORY STRUCTURE) may
be constructed, reconstructed, or ALTERED without changing the USE to a
permitted USE and may also be enlarged or inoved without changing the USE as
otherwise herein provided.

B.

As otherwise herein-provided for structures used tor other than ASINGLE
FAMILY DWELLING.
,',

Any NONCONFORMING USE may be extended throughout ariy parts of the BUILDING '
or STRUCTURE which were manifestly arranged or designed for such USE at the
effective date of adoption, or amendment, of this ordinance, but no such USE shall be
extended to occupy land outside of such STRUCTURE except as otherwise herein
provided.
"

In Subsection 8.4.5 clarify "abandoned" and "discontinued;'~
.

8.4.5

3.

.'

. '.

.

.

When a NONCONFORMING USE of a BUILDING or STRUC1URE" ~r ofaPREMISES "
" is discontinued or abandoned for 180 consecutive days or for 540 d~ys during'any 1~095
day period except for seasonal vacations lasting less than 274 consecutive days and that
occur no more often than once in any 365 consecutive days or except when actively
marketed for sale or rent by either the posting of a sign on the front LOT LINE of the
property or when market(!d by other affirmative means, the STRUCTURE or the '
PREMISES shall thereafter not be used except in compliance with the reguhitions and
standards of the DISTRICT in which it is located.

In Subsection 8.4.6 provide for replacement of a single family dwelling that isa
nonconforming use.
8.4.6

Where NONCONFORMING USE status applies to a PREMISES, removal or destruction
of the STRUCTURE shall eliminate the NONCONFORMING USE status of the land,
except as it may qualify as a NONCONFORMING LOT of record except as otherwise
herein provided.
'
,
PartE
..
1.
Revise Subsection 8.6 to authoriZe tbe foUowing:
a.
a single family dweUing that is a nonconforming use may be expanded as authorized
in subsection 8.2.1 or reconstructed as authorized in subsection 8.4.1.
;

on the vahle of

b.

a single family dwelling that is a nonconformIng use has no limit
repair or replacement.

c.

Any structure that is nonconforming may be granted,av~riance to a'u,tborize a higher
value of repair or replacement.

.
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Repairs or Maintenance
On any STRUCTURE devoted in whole or in part to any NONCONFORMING USE; or which "
itself is NONCONFORMING, work may be done in a period of 365 consecutive days on ordinary
repairs or on repair or replacement of non-bearing walls, fixtures, wiring, or plumbing, to an
extent not to exceed 10% of the then current replacement value of the STRUCTURE, provided
that the volume of such BUILDING or the size of such STRUCTURE asit existed at the effective
date of the adoption, or amendment, of this ordinance shall not be increased except as 'follows:
A.

As otherwise herein provided; and

B.

There is no limit on the value of repair or replacement for a SINGtE FAMILY
DWELLING that isa NONCONFORMING USE ofland (inCIudingany ACCESSORY
BUILDING or ACCESSORY STRUCTURE) including repair or replacement of bearing
walls or other structural features.

C.

On any STRUCTURE that is NONCONFORMING a VARIANCE may be granted by the ,
BOARD to authorize a higher value of repair or replacement inciuditig 'repair or'
",
,
replacement ofbean,ng walls or other structural features.
'

Nothing in this ordinance shall be deemed to prevent the strength erring or restoring to a safe
condition of any STRUCTURE or part thereof declared to be unsafe by any official charged with " '
protecting the public safety, upon order ,of such official.
','
,
,
. ". ('

PartF

1.

In paragraph 9.1.2 C. require the Zoning Administrator to provide a notice of
nonconforming zoning on any permit for a single family dweJling in a district in which a
single family dwelling is not an authorized principal use.
C.

ISSli,ance of Zoning Use Permit
1.

The Zoning Administrator shall retain the original copy of the Zoning Use
Permit and shall mark such Pennit whether approved or disproved and for
any Zoning Use Permit authorizing construction on a SINGLE FAMILY
DWELLING that is a NONCONFORMING USE ofland in a zoning
authorized
DISTRICT in which a SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING is not
PRfNCIP AL USE, the Zoning Use Permit shall include a notice that the
zoning district does not authorize a SINGLE FAMILY DWELLlNG as a
PRINCIP AL USE and shall indicate in general the types of PRINCIPAL
USE authorized as either business uses or industrial uses.

an
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PartG
1.
In Section 3 revise Definitions so that "nonconforming" only applies to nonconformities that
existed upon the effective date of adoption or amendment of the ordinance.
" .
NONCONFORMING LOT, STRUCTURE or USE: A LOT, SIGN, STI~.uCTURE, or USE that
existed on the effective date of adoption or amendment of this ordinance and which does
not conform to the regulations and standards of the DISTRICTin'which itis located.

.
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REGIONAL PLANNING
COMMISSION

Febmary 23,2011

To: Champaign County Board Committee of the Whole Members
From:
Regarding:
Request:

Susan Monte, CCRPC Planner
Request to Amend the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance to Implement Land
Resource Management Plan Policies 4.1.5, 4.1.7, and 4.1.9
Identify Preferred Version of LRMP Policy 4.1.5 & 4.1.7 and Approve Proceeding

LRMP Policy 4.1.5
At the FebmaIY 8,2011 County Board Study Session, the Board learned that the Champaign
County Farm Bureau does not support the proposed Zoning Ordinance text amendments to
implement the adopted LRMP Policy 4.1 .5.
Provided for Board review is an Alternate version of the proposed Zoning Ordinance text
amendment intended to implement an Alternate version ofLRMP Policy 4.1.5, as suggested by
the Champaign County FaIm Bureau at the Study Session.
Also provided for Board review is a Compromise version of the proposed Zoning Ordinance text
amendment intended to implement a Compromise version ofLRMP Policy 4.1.5. The
Compromise version retains many of the Adopted Policy 4.1.5 provisions and at the same time
includes provisions to limit Best Prime Fannland use at the SaIne relative proportions as the
Altemative (Champaign County Fann Bureau prefelTed) version.
To enable discussion regarding the 3 versions of LRMP Policy 4.1.5 under review, this memorandum
includes the following attached review items:
•
•
•
•

Comparison of Adopted Policy 4.1.5 with Altemative and Compromise Versions
40 Acre Parcel Best Prime Fannland Example
.
40 Acre Parcel (Previously Divided) Best Prime Farmland Example
39 Acre Parcel Best Plime Fannland Example

Actual policies and proposed ordinance text will follow by email and post.

LRMP Policy 4.1.7
At the Febmary 8,2011 County Board Study Session, the Board reviewed the proposed Zoning
Ordinance text amendment intended to implement LRMP Policy 4.1.7. The proposed text
amendment occurs in revised Subsection 4.3.4(G) and reads as follows:
1.

A LOT with AGRICULTURE as its principal USE shall have a minimum LOT
AREA of { 35 / 40/60/80 } acres and a DWELLING may be established as a
second principal USE. AGRICULTURE will not be the principal USE on any LOT
of less than { 35 / 40 / 60 / 80 } acres in LOT AREA.

This item will be reconsidered at the March 1, Committee of the Whole meeting.
To facilitate Committee action, the infonnation in this memorandum has also been provided to the
Champaign County Fam1 Bureau.
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Comparison of Adopted Policy 4.1,5 with Alternative and Compromise Versions
ADOPTED POLICY 4.1.5

ALTERNATIVE POLICY 4.1.5

."

COMPROMISE POLICY 4.1.5

Number of New Lots and/or New Uses That Can Be Established
Number of authorized NEW
lots and uses

1 on less than 40 acres;
2 on 40 acres or more

New use on existing lot

Yes

TOTAL uses that can be
established after effective
date

2 on less than 40 acres;
3 on 40 acres or more

None on less than 40 acres;
·1 on 40 acres or more

SAME AS ADOPTED POLICY

: SAME AS ADOPTED POLICY

SAME AS ADOPTED POLICY

1 on less than 40 acres;
2 on 40 acres or more

SAME AS ADOPTED POLICY

Limits on Use of Best Prime Farmland (BPF)
General limit on By Right
use ofBPF

3 acres for new lot on less than 40 acres;
3 acres per 40 acres on 40 acres or more

SAME AS ADOPTED POLICY

SAME AS ADOPTED POLICY

New use on existing lot

No limit on use ofBPF

Included in general limit on use of
BPF

Included in general limit on use of
BPF

TOTAL limit on use of BPF
including RRO

3 acres for new lot on less than 40 acres;
3 + 3 acres per 40 acres on' 40 acres or mOl:e

SAME AS ADOPTED POLICY

SAME AS, ADOPTED POLICY

Staffing Requirements and Budget Impact
"

Lot inquiry effort

NO CHANGE

SAME AS ADOPTED POLICY

SAME AS ADOPTED POLICY

By right lots permit view
effort

NO CHANGE

MORE EFFORT (MODERATE)

MORE EFFORT (MODERATE)

Incidence of RRO requests

SLIGHT INCREASE

LIKEL Y INCREASE

SAME AS ADOPTED POLICY

..

Complexity Qf RRO
requests

LESS COMPLEX

SAME AS ADOPTED POLICY

SAME AS ADOPTED POLICY

Numbers ofIots per R,RO
request

FEWERONBPF

SAME AS ADOPTED POLICY

SAME AS ADOPTED POLICY

Effect 011 overall program
costs

SLIGHT INCREASE

LIKELY INCREASE (MODERATE)

UKEL Y INCREASE (MODERATE)
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4U Acre f-1arcel I:)est f-1nme I-armland I::.xample

40 Acre Parcel as existing on January 1, 1998
In 2007, the parcel remained undivided.

ALTERNATIVE 4.1.5

ADOPTED 4.1.5

COMPROMISE 4.1.5

i-------------------~

3

One dwelling is permitted by
right on the existing lot.
2 new lots may be created from
the parcel, with one dwelling
permitted by right on each.

One dwelling is permitted by
right all the existing lot.

One dwelling is permitted by right
on the existing lot.

1 new lot may be created from
. the parcel, with one dwelling
permitted by right.

2 new lots may be created from the
parcel, with one dwelling permitted
by right on each .

The amount of Best Prime
Farmland used for the existing
and new lots niay not exceed 3
acres. *

The amount of Best Prime
Farmland used for the 2 new
lots may not exceed 3 acres. *
No further division is permitted
by right.

The rest of the parcel becomes ·
a Remainder Area, with no
further lJSe permitted by right.

The amount of Best Prime
Farmland used for the existing and
new lots may nbt exceed 3 acres. *
The rest of the parcel becomes a
Remainder Area, with no further
use permitted by right.

* The diagrams are intended to illustrate the maximum use 00 acres for by rwt land use other than agriculture on best prirrle farmland .
Ar.hud Int nimp.nc::inn nl'
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4U Acre t-'arcel (t-'revlously UIVlded) Ijest t-'nme t-armland example

40 Acre Parcel as existing on January 1, 1998
In 2007, the parcel was divided into 4 'small/ots and one 35-acre lot.

AL TERNATIVE 4.1.5

ADOPTED 4.1.5

COMPROMISE 4.1.5

1 2
--------------------tffi]
.

34

5

All 5 lot are existing good lots
according to the Ordinance.

All 5 lot are existing good lots
according to the Ordinance.

All 5 lot are existing good lots
according to the Ordinance.

One dwelling may be permitted
by right on each existing lot.

One dwelling may be permitted
by right on each existing lot.

One dwelling may be permitted
by right on each existing lot. .

The least amount of acreage
(l acre) must be .used for the
dwelling on the 35 acres.

The least amount of acreage
(l acre) must be used for the
. dwelling on the 35 acres.

The rest of the parcel becomes
a Remainder Area, with no
fU lther use permitted .by right.

The rest of the parcel becomes
.a Remaiilder Area, with no
further use permitted by right.
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38 Acre I-"arcel

~est

I-"nme t-armland example

39 Acre Parcel as existing on January 1, 1998
In 2007, the parcel remained undivided.

ADOPTED 4.1.5

AL TERNA TIVE 4.1.5

COMPROMISE 4.1.5

r---------------:---~

L ________________________ _

One dwelling is permitted by
right on the existing lot.

One dwelling is permitted by
right on the existing lot.

One dwelling is pel111itted by right
on the existing lot.

1 new lot may be created from
the parcel , with one dwelling
permitted by right. The amount
of Best Prime Farmland for the
by right dwelling on the new lot
may not exceed 3 acres. *

The total amount of Best Prime
Farmland for the by right
dwelling may not exceed 3
acres. *

I new lot may be created from the
parcel, with one dwelling permitted
by right, provided that the total
amount of Best Prinle Farmland
used does not exceed 3 acres. *

No further division is permitted
by right.

The rest of the parcel becollles
a Remainder Area, with no
further use permitted by right.

The rest of the parcel becomes a
Remainder Area, wi th no further
use permitted by right.

_

Remainder Area

* The diagrams are intended to illustrate the .Illaximum use 01'3 acre~ for byright land use.other than agriculture on best prime farmland.
Actual lot dimension or configuration may vary within the 3 acre area.
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Date:
To:
From:
Regarding:
Request:

February 23, 201 1
Champaign County Board Committee of the Whole Members
Susan Monte, CCRPC Planner
Request to Amend the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance to Implement Land
Resource Management Plan Policies 4.1.6 and 4.3.1 - 4.3.4
Approve Proceeding

At the February 8, 2011 County Board Study Session, Board members discussed improving
the proposed Zoning Ordinance text amendments intended to implement LRMP Polices 4.1.6
and 4.3.1 - 4.3.4 by substituting the word 'adequate' with the word 'available' in certain
instances.
Staff has made the requested change to substitute the word 'availability' where it occurs with
regard to public services. For example, the 'availability' of an emergency service is an easier
condition to discern than the 'adequacy' of an emergency service.
.. The revised Zoning Ordinance text is provided as an attachment.
Attachment:

Clean Copy of Revised Draft Zoning Ordinance Text Amendment
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LKMI'VULlLII::;S 'f.I.O, 'f.j.l - 'f.j,4

NEW CONTENT SHOWN TN BLUE.

Clean copy ot Kevlsed lJratt Lonlllg Urdmance Text Amendment
CURRENT REVISIONS HIGHLIGHTED TN YELLOW AND UNDERLINED

1. Add a definitionfor 'bestprimefarmland', 'suited overall', and 'well suited overall'

3.0

Definitions

BEST PRIME FARMLAND: Seils identified in the Champaign Ceunty Land Evaluatien and Site
Assessment (LESA) System with a Relative Value .Of 85 .Or greater and tracts efland with
mixed seils that have a LESA System Land Evaluatien rating .Of 85 .Or greater.
SUITED OVERALL: A discretienary review perfermance standard te describe the site .On which a
develepment is prepesed. A site may be feund te be 'suited .Overall' if the site meets these
criteria:
the site features .Or site lecatien will net detract frem the prepesed use;
the site will net create a risk te the health, safety .Or preperty .Of the .Occupants, the
neighbors .Or the general public;
the site is net clearly inadequate in .One respect even if it is acceptable in other respects;
necessary infrastructure is in place .Or provided by the prepesed devdepment; and
available public services are adequate te suppert the prepesed develepment effectively
and safely.
WELL SUITED OVERALL: A discretienary review perfermance standard te describe the site .011
which a develepment is preposed. A site may be feund te be 'well-suited .Overall' if the site
meets these criteria:
the site is .One en which the propesed develepment canbe safely and seundly
accemmedated using simple engineering and cemmen, easily maintained
censtruction methods with ne unacceptable negative affects en neighbors .Or the
general public; and
the site is reasenably well-suited in all respects and has no majer defects.

2. Add new Subsection 5.4.3 with limits as outlined in LRAIP Policy 4.1.6 .
5.4

Rural Residential OVERLAY Zoning DISTRICT
5.4.3

Limit en Ameunt .Of BEST PRIME FARMLAND Acres Cenve11ed
A.

On BEST PRIME FARMLAND, the Ceunty may authOlize discretienary
residential develepment subject te a limit on tetal acres convelied which is
generally proportionate to tract size and is based on the January 1, 1998
cenfiguratien of tracts, with the tetal ameunt of acreage converted te
residential USE (inclusive .Of BY RIGHT develepment) net to exceed three
acres, plus three acres per each additienal 40 acres .Of PARCEL (including any
existing RIGHT-OF-WAY), but not te exceed 12 acres in tetal.

B.

Any FARMSTEAD area shall net ceunt tewards the three acres per 40 acre
limit.
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LRMP POLICIES

4.1.6,4.3.1-4.3.4

Clean Copy of Revised Draft Zoning Ordinance Text Amendment

NEW CONTENT SHOWN IN BLUE . CURRENT REVISIONS HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW AND UNDERLINED

3. Revise Sub ..,'ectio/l 5.4.4 to includefactors described inLRAIP Policie.<.,' 4.3.1-4.3.4

5.4.4

Establishment of the Rural Residential OVERLAY Zoning DISTRICT
C.

BOARD Findings
1.

2.

The BOARD shall make the following findings before forwarding a
recommendation to the GOVERNING BODY with respect to a map
amendment case to create a Rural Residential OVERLAY DISTRlCT:
a.

That the proposed site is or is not suitable for the development
of the specified maximum number of residences.

b.

That the proposed residential development will or will not be
compatible with surrounding AGRICULTURE.

In making findings, the BOARD shall consider the following factors:
a.

The adequacy and safety of roads providing access to the site
and infrastructure (e.g., drainage systems, culvelis, bridges) to
suppOli the proposed development;

b.

Effects on nearby fannland and farm operations;

c.

Effects of nearby farm operations on the proposed residential
development;

d.

The LESA score of the subject site;

e.

Effects on drainage both upstream and downstream including
road drainage facilities;

f.

The suitability of the site for onsite subsurface soil absorption
or surface discharge wastewater systems;
.

g.

The availability of water supply to this site;

h.

The adequacy of available availability of public services (i.e.,
police protection, fire protection, and emergency ambulance
service) to support the proposed development;

1.

The flood hazard status of the site;

J.

The amount of disturbance to wetlands, historic or
archeological sites, natural or scenic areas or wildlife habitat;

k.

The presence of nearby natural or man-made hazards; and

1.

The amount ofland to be converted from agricultural USES
versus the number of DWELLING UNITS to be
accommodated.
88
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LRMP POLICIES

4.1.6,4.3.1-4.3.4

NEW CONTENT SHOWN TN BLUE.

Clean Copy of Revised Draft Zoning Ordinance Text Amendment
CURRENT REVTSIONS HIGHLIGHTED TN YELLOW AND UNDERLINED

4. Add Special Use criteria to Subsection 9.1.11 that include the standards ofLRMP Policies
4.3.1 - 4.3.4

9.1.11 SPECIAL USES
B.

SPECIAL USE Cliteria
A SPECIAL USE Pem1it shall not be granted by the BOARD unless the
public hearing record and wlitten application demonstrate:
1.

that it is necessary for the public convenience at that location;

2.

that it is so designed, located, and proposed as to be operated so that it
will not be injurious to the DISTRICT in which it shall be located or
otherwise detrimental to the public welfare;

3.

that the subject property is on BEST PRIME FARMLAND and the
site with proposed improvements is WELL SUITED OVERALL for
the proposed SPECIAL USE; or the subject property is on other than
BEST PRIME FARMLAND and the site with proposed improvements
is SUITED OVERALL for the proposed SPECIAL USE;

4.

that existing public services are adequate available to support the
proposed SPECIAL USE effectively and safely without undue public
expense;

5.

that existing public infrastructure, together with proposed
improvements, is adequate to suppOli the proposed development
effectively and safely without undue public expense;

6.

that it conforms to the applicable regulations and standards of and
preserves the essential character of the DISTRICT in which it shall be
located, except where such regulations and standards are modified by
Section 6.

7.

that granting the SPECIAL USE is in harmony with the general
purpose and intent of this ordinance.

8.

that, in the case of an existing NONCONFORMING USE, it will make
such USE more compatible with its sUlToundings.

9.

approval of a SPECIAL USE Permit shall authorize USE,
CONSTRUCTION and operation only in a manner that is fully
consistent with all testimony and evidence submitted by the petitioner
or petitioner's agent(s).
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CHAMttt"IGN COVNr~

REGIONAL PLAf-.!NING
COMMISSIOr\l

Date:
To:

Febmary 23,2011
Champaign County Board Committee of the Whole Members

From: Susan Monte, CCRPC Planner
Regarding: B 3.a Request to Amend the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance to Implement Land
Resource Management Plan Objective 4.4 by Adding a Special Use Permit for the
RRO
B 3.b Request to Amend the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance to Implement Land
Resource Management Plan Objective 4.4 by Adding Standard Conditions for the
Special Use Pelmit for the RRO
Request:

Approve Proceeding

At the February 8, 2011 County Board Study Session, Board members reviewed the
proposed Zoning Ordinance text amendment intended to implement LRMP Objective 4.4.
The proposed text amendment includes provisions to add a Special Use pennit requirement
to occur concurrently with the rezoning requirement to obtain a Rural Residential Overlay
(RRO) and to add seven Standard Conditions for the Special Use for the RRO.
Staffhas separated the proposed standard conditions portion of this text amendment to enable
it to stand alone.
Attachment: Item B-3 from the February 8, 2011 County Board Study Session Packet
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CHAMfil;!GN C()UNTY

REG IONAL PLp,NNING
COMMISSIO N

Date:
To:
From:
Regarding:
Request:

August 31 , 2010
Champaign County Board Conunittee of the Whole Members
Susan Monte, CCRPC Planner
Jo1U1 Hall, Director, Champaign County Department of Planning & Zoning
Direction to Zoning Administrator Regarding Proposed Zoning Ordinance Text
Amendment
Conduct a Champaign County Zoning Ordinance Text Amendment implementing
Ob,jective 4.4 of the Land Resource Management Plan

Background
On April 22, 2010, the Board adopted the Champaign County Land Resource Management Plan (LRMP). ·
On June 8, 2010, the Committee of the Whole approved the remaining FY 2010 planning contract work
plan .. The remaining FY 2010 work plan includes the task of amending the Champaign County Zoning
Ordillance to include provisions of the following specific LRMP objectives and policies: Policies 4.1.5
and 4.1.6; Policy 4.1.9; Policies 4.3.1 - 4.3.4 and Objective 4.4.
This memorandum describes the proposed zoning text amendments intended to represent the changes to
the Zoning Ordinance needed to implement LRMP Objective 4.4. If authorized by the Committee, the
proposed zoning ordinance text amendments will proceed to public hearing review to be held by the ZBA.

LRMP
r11 0 ~'T71W

Brief Description

4.4

special use added to discretionary review for rW"al residential overlay

. ~-".-----------~

""-""~

..... -~

Attachment A includes the complete text of Objective 4.4, and text of the directly relevant LRMP 00a14.
Specific Issues Related to Objective 4.4
State's Attorney Revie"w

The existing Rural Residential Overlay District (RRO) zoning provisions were found by the State's
Attorney to be potentially susceptible to legal challenges for the following reasons:
1) The existing RRO review procedure involves obtaining a zoning map amendment (a rezoning).
The ability to impose conditions on a rezoning request is velY limited. A condition of rezoning
(conditional zoning) must be carefully constructed in order to be considered as valid. The validity
of a condition is questionable in each of the following circumstances: if a condition is specific and
not general; if there is nothing about a particular site that makes it uniquely suited to a residence; if
there is not an overall public benefit to be gained; if the proposed zoning is inconsistent with a
comprehensive plan; if it appears that the County is engaged in negotiations with a property owner
for concessions in exchange for a zoning classification (e.g, contract zoning); or if a condition
improperly delegates County zoning authority to a private party (e.g., if the property owner is
required to enter into a restrictive covenant as a condition ofRRO).

Pa1?!11 of2

Proposed Zoning Ordinance Amendments - LRMP Objective 4.4

2) The existing RRO zoning provisions were found by the State's Attorney to be potentially
susceptible to legal challenges because, over time, the RRO system of review may result in a
pattem of land use which, if taken alone, could suggest that spot zoning is occulTing. A special
use review - either in lieu of or in conjunction with a rezoning - could more effectively assure
that a residential subdivision is compatible with the sUlTounding area. For example, if a special
use is granted to allow a residence, findings will have been made that the proposed residence is
compatible with the sUlTounding land uses.
The limitations of the existing RRO zoning provisions outlined by the State's Attomey can be
specifically addressed by proposing that a Special Use be required in addition to a rezoning.
This additional special use requirement: 1) allows more flexibility in imposing standard or special
conditions; 2) more effectively assures that proposed residential development is compatible with the
sUlTounding area; 3) allows for clearly defining landowners rights at each stage of the approval
process, and 4) facilitates a more streamlined approval process by limiting the cases that have to go to
the County Board by meshing with the subdivision approval process.

County Board Special Use or ZBA Special Use
At the September 7 Committee of the Whole meeting, members will be asked to consider whether the
Special Use to be required for a Rural Residential Development should be what is referred to as a
"County Board Special Use" or a Special Use that can be approved by the ZBA.

Special U'ie Standard Conditions
Staff proposes certain standard conditions for a Special Use request for a Rural Residential
Development. (Refer to Attaclunent C.) The standard conditions serve to aleli the applicant to
potential costs that may need to be incurred should specific site conditions warrant.

Attachments
A Relevant Policies
B Proposed Special Use Standard Conditions for a Rural Residential Overlay
C Stlike-Out Version of Draft Zoning Ordinance Text Amendment

Page 2 of2
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Attachment A

Relevant Policies
LRMP Objective 4.4 is an objective under the LRMP Goal 4, as stated below:

LRMP Goal 4

Champaign County will protect the long term viability of agriculture in Champaign
County and its land resource base.

LRMP Objective 4.4
Champaign County will update County regulations that pertain to rural residential discretionary review
developments to best provide for site specific conditions by 2010.

Attachment A - Page 1 of 1
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Attachment B

Proposed Special Use Standard Conditions for a Rural Residential Development

The following proposed special use standard conditions address potential needs, only if they are
applicable to the proposed Rural Residential Development:
1.

Each residential LOT in the Rural Residential Development shall have at least one acre of
buildable area that is not in the Special Flood Hazard Area.

2.

More than two residential LOTS that are no larger than six acres in aggregate area shall
front a new STREET that shall meet the standards ofthe relevant SUBDIVISION
jurisdiction.

3.

LOTS that front on and have access to existing STREETS shall have driveways colocated with other driveways as much as possible and each pair of co-located driveways
shall not be closer than {600} feet to other driveways in the same Rural Residential
Development that front existing STREETS.

4.

Any DWELLING located more than {140} feet from a STREET shall have a minimum
20 feet wide driveway consisting of a minimum of six inches of gravel or similar all
weather surface that shall be maintained with a vertical clearance of 13 feet six inches
and with a minimum 20 feet by 40 feet turnaround area for emergency vehicles.

5.

If so advised by the Illinois State Water Survey (ISWS) Center for Groundwater Science, the
applicant shall contract the services of the ISWS to conduct or to provide a review the results
of a recent groundwater investigation to determine if adequate groundwater resources exist
on the site for the proposed RRO, without endangering groundwater availability for the
existing neighboring residences.

6.

If the proposed RRO is located in a 'high probability area' as defined as defined in the
Illinois State Agency Historic Resources Preservation Act (20 ILCS 3420/), the applicant
shall notify the Illinois State Historic Preservation Agency (ISHP A) to request infol111ation
regarding whether the proposed site is a known cemetery or human burial site, and shall
provide a copy of the ISHP A response.

7.

If, upon notification regarding the proposed RRO, the Illinois Department of Natural
Resources (IDNR) detelmines that potential adverse effects are possible to endangered or
threatened species that may be present as a result of the proposed RRO and requests
additional information about the proposed RRO, the applicant shall provide the additional
requested infol111ation.

Attachment B - Page 1 of 1
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Attachment C
Strikeout Version of Draft Zoning Ordinance Text Amendment
1. Revise Section 5.4.3 to establish requirementfor a {County Board Special Use I Special U<;e} ill
addition to a rezollillgfor {I Rural Residential Overlay District.

5.4 ..1 1 Establishment of the Rural Residential OVERLAY Zoning DISTRICT

A.

The establishment of the Rural Residential OVERLAY Zoning DISTRICT is an
amendment to the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance and shall be
implemented in accord with the provisions of Subsection 9.2 as modified herein.

B.

A { County Board Special Use {, Special Use 1 approval for ~ Rural Residential
Development ~ also required and shall be implemented in accordance with the
provisions of Subsection 9.1.11 as modified herein .

. C.

The Rezoning Approval and Special Use Approval stages must occur
concwTently.

B. D.

The adoption of Rural Residential OVERLAY Zoning shall augment the
provisions of the underlying DISTRICT but shall not alter any requirement
othelwise applicable to the tract of land except as provided by this section .

.G. E.

BOARD Findings

Attachment C - Page 1 of 3
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Attachment C

2. Add { County Board Special Use / Special Use} requirement for
Su bdivisio11
Section 5.2

Rural Residential Development

(f.

Table of Authorized Principal USES
Principal USES

zoni~l DISTRICTS

Zoning DISTRICTS

II AG-1 1 AG-211 R-1f R-21 R-3'1 R-4 1R-5 [B-1

CR

B-2

f B-41 B-5111-1

1 B-3

11-2

Residential Uses
BOARDING HOUSE

,

~

DWELLING. SINGLE FAMILY I ,

~

,I',

, ",,,,

...~,,;

'I;'

DWELLING. TWO-FAMILY

S

S

S

,

Il

S

:p.

.I,r" ,
I~ __ ,

DWELLING. MUL TI -FAMIL Y

.~..

Fraternity. Sorority, or Student Cooperative

:'L ,~

Dormitory
Home for the aged

S

NURSING HOME

S

MANUFACTURED HOME PARK
HOTEL - No more than 15 LODGING
UNITS

7

, ,.,
..
..
,

S

I--

I~

S

S

S

S

I--

I:;

HOTEL - over 15 LODGING UNITS
TRAVEL TRAILER Camp

MANUFACTURED HOME in
MANUFACTURED HOME PARK
SUBDIVISION(S) of one lot from less than
40 acres Q!: j]Q more than two lots fro m 40
acres QI greater tetal~roo LOT~ oF-iess
SUBDIVISION(Sj of more than one lot from
less than 40 ~ QI J::!lQ[g than two lots
from 40 acres Q!: greater tGta-Iffi!}-ffi~
three LOTa or with new STREETS or
PRIVATE ACCESSWAYS

,

S

Residential PLANNED UNIT
DEVELOPMENT

S

S

S

S

S

S

~ ~
9

~

-'2

10

,

, ,

11i

7
'

10

-'2

>1'fI
I;

I ·"

'

10

,/

I'!
_

,; fii
~!~.;JtIr\:J,

'

.n •• •• •••••• ft ••• .;.

,

1:11

.1>1

.

~ I'"

-'2

.:

," ," I'~

f'

9

''''.~

•

,

I~

~.

S
I~

9

S

~.

• • ft ....... . .

_

.~

', '

f~

,

.

'. ';f;

..

I~

." "

~"

" . " ."

.. ......
~

~

.. ...... .•• " ' ....

~.

"

" If·

:. : •• ft ...................

,~ft

.....

~

ft.".-..:

. ..

~

3. Revise Foot11ote 10 in Section 5.2 asfollows:
10.

No SUBDIVISION(S) of a PARCEL that existed on JanualY 1, 1998, into more than one
lot per PARCEL that is less than 40 acres in area or more than two lots per PARCEL that
is 40 acres or greater in area or with new STREETS or PRIVATE ACCESSWA YS shall
be created unless a Rural Residential OVERLAY DISTRICT has been created and a
Rural Residential Development County Board Special Use Pem1it has been authorized ..
See Section 5.4. No SUBDIVISION shall be created unless a Rural Residential
OVERLAY DISTRICT has been created except as prml:ided in Section 5.4 .2

Attachment C- Page 2 of 3
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Attachment C

4. Add Special Use Standard C01uNtionsfor the category 'Rural Re,'i'idential Development County
Board Special Use "

6.1.3

Schedule of Requirements and Standard Conditions
The numbers in parentheses within Table 6.1.3 indicate Footnotes at the conclusion of Table
6.1.3 ......
Minimum LOT
Size

SPECIAL USES
or
USE Categories

Minimum
FenCing
G
Required

Required YARDS (feet)

Maximum
HEIGHT

AREA
(Acres)

Width
(feet)

Feet

STREET Classification

Stories
MAJOR

Rural Residential
Develo[2ment
Count~ Board
S[2ecialUse
Permit

Explanatory
or Special
Provisions

Front Setback from STREET
Centerline 2

ill

ill

ill

ill

ill

ill

COLLECTOR

ill

SIDE

REAR

ill

ill

MINOR

ill

See below

.L Each residential LOT l!:l the Rural Residential Develo[2ment shall have .§! least one acre ill buildable area that & not ill the
S[2ecial Flood Hazard Area.

b More than two residential LOTS that are no larger than six acres in aggregate area shall front il new STREET that shall
meet the standards ill the relevant SUBDIVISION jurisdiction .

LOTS that front on and have access .ill existing STREETS shall have drivewa~s co-located with other drivewavs as much
as [2ossible and each Qill!: ill co-located drivewa~s shall not be closer than {600 1 feet.ill other driveways in the same Rural
Residential Develo[2ment that front existing STREETS,

l.

8DY.. DWELLING located more than (1401 feet from il STREET shall have 2 minimum 20 feet wide drivewa~ consisting ill 2
minimum of six inches ill gravel ill similar all weather surface that shall be maintained with il vertical clearance of 13 feet six
inches and with 2 minimum 20 feet l2Y 40 feet turnaround area for emergenc~ vehicles .

1..,

!f so advised l2Y the Illinois State Water Surve~ (lSWS) Center for Groundwater Science, the applicant shall contract the
Qf 2 recent groundwater investigation to determine if
services Qf the ISWS .ill conduct ill.ill [2rovide 2 review the results
adequate groundwater resources exist on the site for the [2ro[2osed RRO, without endangering groundwater availabilitv for the
existing neighboring residences.

~

§ !f the [2ro[2osed RRO & located l!:lil 'high [2robabilitv area' as defined as defined l!:l the Illinois State Agenc~ Historic
Resources Preservation Act @ ILCS 3420/), the ap[2licant shall notify the Illinois State Historic Preservation Agenc~ (lSHPA)
.ill request information regarding whether the [2ro[2osed site & il known cemeterv ill human burial ~ and shall [2rovide 2 £QQY
Qf the ISHPA response.

1." JL. upon

notification regarding the proposed RRO, the Illinois Department Qf Natural (IDNR) determines that potential
adverse effects are possible.ill endangered or threatened s[2ecies that.!lli!Y be present as il result mthe proposed RRO and
requests additional information about the proposed RRO, the applicant shall provide the additional requested information.
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To:
Champaign
County
Dep:lI1ment of

Champaign County Board Committee of the Whole

From:

John Hall, Zoning Administrator

Date:

February 22,2011

RE:
Request:
Brookens
Administrative Center
1776 E. Washington Street
Urbana, Illinois 61802
(217) 384-3708

Zon

Ordinance text amendment

Final recommendation to amend the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance
by revising paragraph 4.3.3 G. as follows:
A.
Increase the maximum fence height allowed in side and rear yards
from six feet to eight feet for fences in Residential Zoning Districts
and on residential lots less tban five acres in area in the AG-I and
AG-2 Zoning Districts.

B.

Require fencing that is higher than four feet talJto be at least 50%
transparent when located in the following areas:
(1)
. In Residential Zoning Districts, all fencing that is in the
front yard.
(2)

C.

Petitioner:

e 665-AT-l

On residential lots less than five ac,'es in the AG Districts,
only fencing between the dwelling and the driveway within
25 feet of the dwelling.

Increase the maximum allowed height of all fencing to allow for up
to three inches of ground clearance.

Zoning Administrator
STATUS

Last month the Committee voted for a preliminary recommendation of approval of the proposed text amendment.
Two jurisdictions have taken action in regards to the proposed amendmen.t:
•

On February 14,2011, the Newcomb Township Trustees decided not to protest the amendment.

•

The Urbana City Council defeated a resolution of protest at their February 21; 20 J I, meeting.

An update on actions by other jwisdictions will be provided at the meeting.
ATTACHMENTS
A

Proposed Ordinance (excerpted from the Approved Finding of Fact)
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AS-APPROVED FINDING OF FACT

Case 665-AT-10

Page 13 of 14
1. Revise Paragraph 4.3.3 G. to read as follows:
G.

Fences
1.

Fences in R Zoning Districts shall meet the following requirements:
a.
Any fence must meet the requirements for visibility as defined by Section 4.3.3 E.
of this ordinance.
b.

Fences located in required FRONT YARDS shall meet the following additional
requirements:
(1)
A maximum of six feet in HEIGHT, not including any clearance
authorized in 4.3.3 G.5.; and
(2)

c.

2.

Any portion of a fence over four feet in HEIGHT must be at least 50%
transparent.

Fences located in required SIDE and REAR YARDS shall meet the following
additional requirements:
(1)
A maximum of eight feet in HEIGHT, not including any clearance
authorized in 4.3.3 G.5; and provided that
(2)

Any portion of fence that is not in a defined SIDE YARD nor a defined
FRONT YARD shall have the same HEIGHT limit as ifin a SIDE
YARD; provided that

(3)

Any portion of any fence that is between the DWELLING and the FRONT
YARD and that is over four feet in HEIGHT must be at least 50%
transparent for that portion of fence that is over four feet in HEIGHT . .

Fences on residential lots in the AG and CR Zoning Districts shall meet the following
requirements:
a.
Any fence must meet the requirements for visibility as defined by SectionA.33 E.
of this ordinance.
b.

On lots less than five acres in area in the AG Zoning Districts the following
additional requirements shall apply:
(1)
Fences located in required FRONT YARDS shall meet the following
requirements:
(a)
A maximum of six feet in HEIGHT, not including any clearance
authorized in 4.3.3 G.5. ; and
(b)

Any portion of a fence over four feet in HEIGHT must be at least
50% transparent when located between the DWELLING and the
driveway within 25 feet of the dwelling.
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AS-APPROVED FINDING OF FACT

Case 665-AT-10

Page 14 of 14

(2)

Fences located in required SIDE and REAR YARDS shall not
exceed eight feet in HEIGHT, not including any clearance .
authorized in 4.3.3 G.5

3.

Fences in B and I Zoning Districts shall not exceed eight feet in HEIGHT not
including any clearance authorized in subparagraph 4.3.3 G.5., except that any
barbed wire security batTier may be up to an additional two feet in HEIGHT.
Fences may be located in the required iiont yards provided they meet the
requirements of the triangle of visibility as defiried by Section 4.3.3.E of this
ordinance.

4.

The HEIGHT of fences shall be measured from the highest adjacent GRADE and
may be in addition to up to three inches of clearance between the highest adjacent
GRADE and the bottom of the fence. No minimum clearance is required by this
Ordinance, and further, the fence HEIGHT may be increased by any portion of
the allowable three inches of clearance to GRADE that is not used as clearance.
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To:
Champaign
County
Depanment of

Champaign County Board Committee of the Whole

From:

John Hall, Zoning Administrator

Date:

February 22, 2011

RE:
Request:

Brookens
Administrative Center

1776 E. Washington Street
Urbana. Illinois 61802
(217) 384-3708 Petitioner:

Zonin Ordinance text amendment
e 666-AT-l
Final recommendation to amend the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance
by revising Subsection 6.1 and paragraph 9.1.11 D.l. to clarify that
the standard conditions in Subsection 6.1 . which exceed the
requirements of Subsection 5.3 in either amount or kind are subject
to waiver by the Zoning Board of Appeals or County Board.
Zoning Administrator
STATUS

Last month the Committee voted for a preliminary recommendation of approval. ofthe proposed text.
amendment.
.
Two jurisdictions have taken action in regards to the proposed amendment:
•

On February 14,2011, the Newcomb Township Trustees decided not to protest the amendment.

•

The Urbana City Council defeated a resolution of protest at their February 2 I, 2011, meeting.

An update on actions by other jurisdictions will be provided at the meeting.

ATT ACHMENTS
A

Proposed Ordinance (excerpted from the Approved Finding of Fact)
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AS-APPROVED FINDING OF FACT

Cases 666-AT-10

Page 9 of 9
1. Revise Subsection 6.1 as follows:
The standards listed in this Subsection which exceed the applicable DISTRICT standards in Section 5.3,
in either amount or kind, and which are not specifically required under another COUNTY ordinance,
state regulation, federal regulation, or other authoritative body having jurisdiction, to the extent. that they
exceed the standards of the DISTRICT, in either amount or kind, shall be considered standard conditions
which the BOARD or GOVERNING BODY is authorized to waive upon application as provided in
Section 9.1.1 I on an individual basis.
.
2. Revise Paragraph 9.1.11. D.l. as follows:
Any other provision of this ordinance not withstanding, the BOARD or GOVERNING BODY, in
granting any SPECIAL USE, may waive .upon application any standard or requirement for the specific
SPECIAL USE enumerated in Section 6.1 Standards for Special Uses, to the extent that they exceed the
minimum standards of the DISTRICT, in either amount or kind, except for any state or federal
regulation incorporated by reference, upon finding that such waiver .is in accordance with the general .
. purpose and intent of this ordinance, and will not be injurious to the neighborhood or to the public
health, safety and welfare.
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97TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY
State of Illinois
2011 and 2012
SB2195
Introduced 2/ 1 0/2011, by Sen . Toi W. Hutchinson

SYNOPSIS AS INTRODUCED:
55 ILCS 5/5-1062
55 ILCS 5/5 - 1062.2

from Ch. 34 , par. 5- 1062

Amends the Counties Code. Provides that a county board in a
metropolitan county located in the area served by the Northeastern Illinois
Planning Commission , or Madison , St . Clair, Monroe , Kankakee , Grundy,
LaSalle, DeKalb , Kendal l, or Boone county , that has adopted a stormwater
management plan may adopt a schedule of fees applicable to real property
within the county that benefits from the county's stormwater management
facilities and activities. Sets forth requirements and uses for the fees .
Provides that the county shall give land owners at least 2 years ' notice of
the fee during which time the county shall provide education on green
infrastructure practices and an opportunity to take action to reduce or
eliminate the ·fee . Further prov i des that a fee waiver shall be included for
property owners who have taken actions or put in place facilities that are
approved by the county that reduce or eliminate the cost of managing
runoff .
Provides that the county may enter into intergovernmental
agreements with other bodies of government for the joint admi n i stration of
stormwater management and co llection of the fees. Effective i mmed i ate l y.

LRB097 10210 KMW 50406 b

FISCAL NOTE AC T

MAY APPLY

A Blt~ FOR

b

SB2195

LRB097 10210 KMW 50406 b

1

AN ACT concerning local government.

2

Be it enacted by the People of the State of Illinois,

3

4
5

represented in the General Assembly:

Section

5.

The

Counties

Code

is

amended

by

changing

Sections . 5-1062 and 5-1062.2 as follows:

6

(55 ILCS 5/5-1062)

7

Sec. 5-1062. Stormwater management.

8

(a) The purpose of this Section is to allow management and

9

mitigation

of

(from Ch. 34, par. 5-1062)

the· effects

of

urbanization

on

stormwater

10

drainage in metropolitan counties located in the area served by

11

the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission, . and references

12

to "county" in this Section shall apply only to those counties.

13

This Section shall not apply to any county with a population in

14

excess of 1,500,000, except as provided in subsection (c). The

15

purpose of this Section shall be achieved by:

16
17
18
19

(1)

consolidating the existing stormwa ter management

framework into a united, countywide structure;
(2)

setting

minimum

standards

for

floodplain

and

stormwater management; and

20

(3) preparing a countywide plan for the management of

21

stormwater runoff, including the management of natural and

22

man-made drainageways. The countywide plan may incorporate

23

watershed plans.
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A stormwater management planning committee

shall be

2

established by county board resolution,

with

3

consisting

board

4

representatives from each county board district, and such other

5

members

6

members.

7

districts, the county board may by ordinance divide the county

8

into not less than 6 areas of approximately equal population,

9

to be used instead of county board districts for the purpose of

of

as

equal

may

be

However,

10

determining

11

planning commi t tee.

numbers

of

determined

county

by

the

its membership
and

county

and

municipal

municipal

if the county has more than 6 county board

representation

on

the

stormwater

management

12

The county board members shall be appointed by the chairman

13

of the county board. Municipal members from each county board

14

district

15

majority vote of the mayors of those municipalities which have

16

the

17

residing in

18

area. All municipal and county board representatives shall be

19

enti tled

20

members, unless authorized to vote by the unanimous consent of

21

the municipal and county board representatives. A municipality

22

that is located in more than one county may choose, at the time

23

of formation of the stormwater management planning committee

24

and

25

stormwater management planning program of either or both of the

26

counties.

or

other represented area

greatest

based

percentage

of

their

shall be

appointed by a

respective

populations

such county board district or other represented

to

on

a

vote;

the

watershed

other

members

boundaries,

to

shall

be . nonvoting

participate

in

the

Subcommittees of the stormwater management planning
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1

committee may be established to serve a portion of the county

2

or a particular drainage basin that has

3

management needs. The stormwater management planning committee

4

shall

5

municipal members, to govern the functions of the committee and

6

its subcommittees. Officers of the committee shall include a

7

chair

8

representative and one a municipal representative.

adopt by-laws,

and

vice

by a

chair,

maj ori ty vote

one

of

whom

similar stormwater

of the

shall

county and

be

a

county

9

The principal duties .of the committee shall be to develop a

10

stormwater management plan for presentation to and approval by

11

the county board, and to direct the plan's implementation and

12

revision.

The

13

financial

advisors

14

shall meet at

15

public meeting during the preparation of the plan and prior to

16

its submittal to the county board.

17

(c)

committee
and

may

retain

inspection

engineering,

personnel.

least quarterly and shall

The

hold at

legal

and

committee
least

one

In the preparation of a stormwater management plan, a

18

county

stormwater

19

coordinate the planning process with each adjoining county to

20

ensure

21

significant impact on the levels or flows of stormwaters in

22

inter-county watersheds

23

planned stormwater retention facilities. An adopted stormwater

24

management plan shall identify steps taken by the county to

25

coordinate

26

adjoining counties.

that

management

recommended

the

planning

stormwater

committee

projects

will

shall

have

no

or on the capacity of existing and

development

of

106

plan · recommendations
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stormwater management planning committee

2

recommends to the county board a stormwater management plan for

3

the county or a portion thereof,

4

the Office

5

Resources and to the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission

6

for review and recommendations. The Office and the Commission,

7

in reviewing the plan, shall consider such factors as impacts

8

on the levels or flows in rivers and streams and the cumulative

9

effects of stormwater discharges on flood levels. The Office of

10

Water Resources shall determine whether the plan or ordinances

11

enacted to implement the plan complies with the requirements of

12

subsection

13

review comments and recommendations shall be submitted to the

14

stormwater

15

Any amendments to the plan shall be submitted to the Office and

16

the Commission for review.

it shall submit the plan to

of Water Resources ·of

(f).

the

Department of Natural

Within a period not to exceed 60 days,

management

planning

committee

for

the

consideration.

17

(e) Prior to recommending the plan to the county board, the

18

stormwater management planning committee shall hold at least

19

one publiG hearing thereon and shall afford interested persons

20

an opportunity to be heard.

21

county seat. Notice of the hearing shall be published at least

22

once no less than 15 days in advance thereof in a newspaper of

23

general circulation published in the county. The notice shall

24

state the time and place of the hearing and the place where

25

copies of the proposed plan will be accessible for examination

26

by interested parties.

The hearing shall be held in the

If an affected municipality having a
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1

stormwater

2

protest the proposed county plan provisions, it shall appear at

3

the hearing and submit in writing specific proposals to the

4

stormwater management planning committee. After consideration

5

of the matters raised at the hearing, the committee may amend

6

or approve the plan and recommend it to the county board for

7

plan

adopted

by

ordinance

wishes

to

. adoption.

8
9

management

The county board may enact the proposed plan by ordinance.
If

the

proposals

for

modification · of

the

plan

made

by

an

10

affected municipality having a stormwater management plan are

11

not included in the proposed county 'plan, and the municipality

12

affected by the plan opposes adoption of the county plan by

13

resolution of its corporate authorities, approval of the county

14

plan shall require an aff irmative vote of at least two-thirds

15

of the county board members present and voting. If the county

16

board wishes

17

writing

18

planning .committee .

If the proposals are not approved by the

19

committee,

opposed

20

authori ties

21

stormwater management plan, amendment of the plan shall require

22

an affirmative vote of at least two-thirds of the county board

23

members present and voting .

24

to

amend

specific

or
of

are
an

the

county plan,

proposals

to

by

the

it

shall

stormwater

resolution

affected municipality

of

in

management

the

having

submit

a

corporate
municipal

(f) The county board may prescribe by ordinance reasonable

25

rules

and

regulations

for

floodplain

26

governing the location, width,

108
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and

for

course and release rate of ~ll
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1

stormwater runoff channels, streams and basins in the county,

2

in accordance

3

These

4

standards for floodplain management established by the Office

5

of

6

Emergency Management Agency for participation in the National

7

Flood I nsurance Program.

8
9

rules

Water

with

the

adopted stormwater management plan.

and regulations

Resources

and

shall ,

the

at

a

minimum ,

requirements

of

meet

the

the

Federal

(g) In accordance with , and if reeoffifflended in , the adopted
stormwater

management

plan,

the

county

board

may adopt

a

10

schedule of fees applicable to all real property · wi t h in the

11

county which benefits from the county ' s stormwater manaqement

12

facilities and activities , and as may be necessary to mitigate

13

the effects of increased stormwater runoff resulting from new

14

development and redevelopment .

15

assessed must bear a

16

costs of the county in the preparation,

17

implementation of the shall not eHeeed the cost of satisfying

18

the onsite storR'l',;ater retention or detention requireffients of

19

-t-he

20

maintenance

21

ordinances

22

runoff

23

reasonable

24

county of managing the runoff from the property . The fees shall

25

be used to finance activities undertaken by the county or its

26

included

adopted

from

reasonable relationship to

stormwater
of

The total amount of the fees

management

related

adopted pursuant
the property .
relationship

municipalities

to

to

thereto ,
The

administration , · a'n d

plan;

facilities,

and

of

any

and management of the

the portion of

109

construction

enforcement

individual

mitigate

the actual

the

fees
the

must bear
cost

effects

of

to

a

the

urban
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runoff

stormwater

2

stormwater collection, retention L

3

facilities and improving water bodies impacted by stormwater

4

runoff,

5

maintaining, or replacing the facilities, the county

6

duplicate

7

within

8

established by the county board shall include a procedure for a

9

full or partial fee waiver for property owners who have taken

10

actions ot put in place facilities that redtice or eliminate the

11

cost to the county of providing ,stbrmwater mariagement

12

to their property, with a preference for facilities that reduce "

13

the volume,

1.4

stormwater

15

infiltrate, evapotrarispirate, or harvest stbrmwater for reuse,

16

known as "green infrastructure." In exercisinq this authority,

17

the county shall give land owners

18

the fee durinq which time the county shall provide education on '

19

green

20

action to reduce or eliminate the fee. All such fees

21

by the county shall be held in a separate fund,

22

expended

23

collected.

The

county

24

agreements

with

other

25

administration of stormwater management and the collection of

26

the fees authorized in this Section.

as

by

providing

and

regio'nal

1

eT

maintaining

detention, and treatment

identified in the county plan.

facilities

its

operated by

corporate

temperature,
managed

by

infrastructure

only

in:

boundaries.

velocity,
the

such

atle~st2

and

enter

government

110

schedule

not

bodies

of

fees

serv~ces

and poliutant load of 'the

watershed
may

sh~~l

qovernmental

The

county,

practices

the

other

In establishinq,

an

as

systems ' that,

years' notice of

opportunity

within
into
bodies

which

to ' take
colle~ted

and

~hall

they

be

were

interqovernmental
for

the

joint

SB2195
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For the purpose of implementing this Section and for

2

the development, design, planning, construction, operation and

3

maintenance

4

stormwater management plan, a county board that has established

5

a

6

Section may cause an annual tax of not to exceed 0.20% of the

7

value, as equalized or assessed by the Department of Revenue,

8

of all taxable property in the county to be levied upon all the

9

taxable property in the county. The tax shall be in addition to

10

all other taxes authorized by law to be levied and collected in

11

the county and shall be in addition to the maximum tax rate

12

authorized

by

13

limitation

provided

14

decreased by referendum in accordance with the provisions of

15

Sections 18-120, 18-125, and 18-130 of the Property Tax Code.

16

of

stormwater

facilities

provided

for

in

the

stormwater management planning committee pursuant to this

Any

law

revenues

for
in

general
this

generated

county

Section

as

a

purposes.
may

result

be

of

The

0.20%

increased

o~n~rship

or

or

17

operation of facilities or land acquired with the tax funds

18

collected pursuant to this subsection

19

separate fund and be used either to abate such property tax or

20

for implementing this Section.

21

However,

unless

at

least

part

of

(h)

shall be held in a

the

county

has

been

22

declared after July 1, 1986 by presidential proclamation to be

23

a disaster area as a result of flooding, the tax authorized by

24

this subsection (h) shall not be levied until the question of

25

its adoption,

26

has been submitted to the electors thereof and approved by a

either for a specified period or indefinitely,

111
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1

majority of those voting on the question. This question may be

2

submitted at any election held in the county after the adoption

3

of

4

submission of the question to the electors of the county. The

5

county board shall certify the reSolution and proposition to

6

the proper election off icials, who shall submit the ' proposition

7

at an election in accordance with the general election law. If

8

a majority of the votes cast on the question is in

9

levy of the tax, it may thereafter be levied fn the county for

a

resolution

the

11

proposi tion . . The question

12

following form:

14

period

the

10

13

specified

by

or

county

indefinitely,

favo~

provided

the

of the

in

the

-------------------------------~------------~---------------

Shall an annual . tax be levied
for stormwater management purposes

16

(for a period of not more than

17

YES

years) at a rate not exceeding

'18

..... % of the equalized assessed

19

value of the taxable property of

20

22

as

for

shall be put in substantially the

15

21

board 'providing

NO

County?
-----------------------------------------------------------(i)

Upon

the

creation

and

implementation

of

a

county

23

stormwater management plan, the county may petition the circuit

24

court

25

pursuant

26

which

to

are

dissolve
to, the

any

Illinois

located

or'

all

drainage

Drainage

entirely

within

112

Code
the

or

districts

created

predecessor Acts

area

of

the

county

SB2195
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covered by the plan.

2

However, any active drainage district implementing a plan

3

that is consistent with and at least as stringent as the county

4

stormwater

5

management · planning committee for exception from dissolution.

6

Upon filing of the petition, the committee shall set a date for

7

hearing not less than 2 weeks, nor more than 4 weeks, from the

8

filing

thereof,

9

week's

notice

management

plan

and the

may

petition

committee

shall

the

give

stormwater

at

least

of the hearing in one or more newspapers

one
of

10

general circulation within the district, and in addition shall

11

cause a copy of the notice to be personally served upon each of

12

the trustees of the district.

13

shal l

14

trustees and any interested parties an opportunity to present

15

oral

16

decision upon the petition for exception from dissolution based

17

upon the best interests of the residents of the district.

18

the event that the exception is not allowed, the district may

19

file a petition within 30 days of the decision with the

20

court.

21

the

22

corruni ttee.

23

whether to dissolve the district based Upon the best interests

24

of residents of the district.

hear

and

the

district's

written

court

shall
The

petition

evidence.

In that case,
be

court

At the hearing,

The

and

the committee

allow

committee

the

shall

district

render

its

In

~ircuit

the notice and hearing requirements for
the

same

shall

as

herein

likewise

render

provided
its

for

the

decision of

25

The dissolution of any drainage district shail not affect

26

the obligation of any bonds issued or contracts entered into by

113
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1

the district nor invalidate the levy, extension or collection

2

of any taxes or special assessments upon the prciperty in the

3

former drainage district. . All property and obligations of the

4

former drainage district shall be assumed and managed by the

5

county, and the debts of the former drainage district shall be

6

discharged as soon as practicable.

7

If a drainage district lies only partly wi thin a

county

8

that adopts a county stormwater management plan, the county may

9

peti tion

the

circuit . court

to

disconnect

from · the

drainage

10

district that portion of the· district that lies within that

11

county.

12

disconnected area shall be assumed and managed by ·t he . county.

13

The

14

district I s

15

portion of the value of the taxable property of the drairiage

16

district which is located within

The

property

county

of

shall

also

debt . at

the

the

drainage

assume
time

a

district

portion

of

of disconnection,

th~

within

the

the

diai~ag~

based on

the

area being disconnected.

17

The operations of any drainage district that continues to

18

exist in a county that has adopted a stormwater management plan

19

in accordance with this Section shall be in accordance with the

20

adopted plan.

21

(j)

Any

county

that

has

adopted

a

county

stormwater

22

management plan under this Secti6n may, aftei 10 days written

23

notice to the owner or occupant, enter upon any lands or waters

24

wi thin

25

facilities

26

affected watercourse. The county shall be responsible for any

the

county

for

the

or causing the

purpose
removal

114

of

inspecting

stormwater

of any obstruction

to

an
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damages occasioned thereby.

2

Upon petition of the municipality ,

(k)

and based on a

3

finding of the stormwater management planning committee,

4

county shall not enforce rules and regulations adopted by the

5

county in any municipality located wholly or partly within the

6

county that has a municipal stormwater management ordinance

7

that is consistent with and at least as stringent as · the county

8

plan and ordinance,

9

authorities.

10

A county

(1)

the

and is being enforced by the mUnicipal

may

issue

general

obligation

bonds

for

11

implementing any stormwater plan adopted under this Section in

12

the

13

referendum requirement of Section 5-1012 shall not apply to

14

bonds issued pursuant to this Section on which the principal

15

and interest are to be paid entirely out of funds generated by

16

the taxes and fees authorized by this Section.

17

manner

(m)

prescribed

The

powers

in

Section

authorized

5-1012;

by

this

except

Section

that

may

the

be

18

implemented by the county board for a portion of the county

19

subject to similar stormwater management needs.

20

(n) The powers and taxes authorized by this Section are in

21

addition to the powers and taxes authorized by Division 5-15;

22

in exercising its powers under this Section, a county shall not

23

be

24

Division.

subject

25

(0)

26

Article

to

the

restrictions

Pursuant to paragraphs
VII

of

the

Illinois

115

and

(g)

and

requirements

(i)

of

that

of Section 6 of

Constitution,

this

Section

SB2195
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1

specifically denies and limits the exercise of any power which

2

is inconsistent herewith by home rule units in any county with

3

a population of less than

4

Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission. ' This Section does

5

not

6

herewith.

7

(Source: P.A. 88-670, eff. 12-2-94; 89-445, eff. 2-7-96.)

prohibit

the

concurrent

8

(55 ILCS 5/5-1062.2)

9

Sec.

10

5~lG62.2.

1,500~OOO

in the area

exercise

of

by the

s~r~ed

powers

consistent

Stormwater management.

(a) The purpose of this Section is to allow management arid'

11

mi tigation

12

drainage in the metropolitan counties of Madison, St .. Clair,

13

Monroe, Kankakee, Grundy, LaSalle, DeKalb, Kendall, and Boone

14

and references to "county" in this Section apply only ,to those

15

counties,

16

Illinois General NPDES Permit No. ILR40 (stormwater permit) , or

17

wi th one or more municipali tv partially or fully wi thin its

18

borders that is subject to the permit, is authorized to adopt a

19

schedule. of fees as outlined in subsection (h) of this Section.

20

This Section does not apply to any other counties in the State,

21

including those located in the area served by the Northeastern

22

Illinois Planning . ,Commission that are grarited authorities in

23

Section 5-1062. The purpose of this Section shall be achieved

24

by:

25

(1)

of

the

except

effects· of

that

any

urbanization

county

that

is

on

stormwater

subject

to

the

Consolidating the existing stormwater management

116
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framework into a united, countywide structure.

1

2

(2)

Setting

minimum

standards

for

floodplain

and

stormwater management.

3

(3)

4

Preparing a countywide plan for the management of

5

stormwater runoff, including the management of natural and

6

man-made drainageways. The countywide plan may incorporate

7

watershed plans.
(b)

8

9

A

stormwater

management

planning

committee

may

be

established by county board resolution,

with

10

consisting

board

11

repr~s~ntatives from each cou~ty board district,

and such other

12

members

and

13

members. If the county has more · than 6 county board districts,

14

however,

15

into not . less than 6 areas of approximately e~ual population,

16

to be used instead of county , board districts for the purpose of

17

determining

18

planning committee.

of

equal

as . may

be

numbers

of

determined

county

by

the

county

its membership
and

mun'icipal

municipal

the county board may by ordinance divide thec6rinty

representation

.on

the

stormwater

management ·

19

The county board members shal~ be appointed by the chalrman

20

of the county board. ,M unicipal members from each county board

21

district or other

22

maj ori ty vote of the mayors. of those municipalities that · have '

23

the

24

residing . in that county board district or other represented

25

area. All municipal and county board representatives shall be

26

enti tled

greatest

to

represented area shall be ' appointed by a

percentage

a

vote;

the

of

their

other

117

respective

members

shall

populations

be

nonvoting
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1

members, unless authorized to vote by the unanimous consent of

2

the mun icipal and county board representatives. A municipality

3

that is located in more than one county may choose, at the time

4

of formation of the stormwater management planning committee

5

and

6

stormwater management planning program of either or both of the

7

counties. Subcommittees of the stormwater management planning

8

committee may be established to serve a portion bfthe county

9

or

based

a

on

watershed

particular

boundaries,

drainage

basin

to

that

participate

has

in

the

similar stormwater

10

management needs. The stormwater management planning ' committee

11

shall

12

municlpal members, to govern the functions of the committee and

13

its subcommittees . Officers of the committee shall include a·

14

chair.

15

representative and one a municipal representative.

16

adopt

bylaws,

and' vice

by a

chair,

maj ori ty

one

of

vote

whom

of

thecouhty

shall

be

a

and

county

The principal duties of the' committee shall be to develop

a

17

stormwater mariagement plan for presentation to and approval by

18

the county board,

19

revision.

The

20

financial

advisors

21

shall

22

public meeting during the preparation of the plan and prior to

23

its

24

grants

25

ordinance . requiring

26

ma nagement

meet

at

submi.ttal
to

and to direct the plan's implementation and

committee
and

least

to

units

plan

and

retain

inspect ion

quarterly and

the
of

may

engineering,
personnel.
shall

county board.
local

government

actions
to

The

landowners
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The

least

committee
have

with

for

one

may make

adopted ' an

the

the

and

committee

hold at

that

consistent

legal,

stormwater

purposes

of
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1

stormwater management,

2

grant money must be consistent with the stormwater management

3

plan.

4
5
6

The

committee

including special projects; use of the

shall

not

have

or

exercise

any

power

of

eminent domain.
(c)

In the preparation of a stormwater management p12tn,
stormwater

7

county

8

coordinate the planning process with each adjoining county to

9

ensure

that

management

recommended

planning

stormwater

committee

a

proj ects

have

no

10

significant impact on the

11

inter-county watersheds

12

planned stormwater retention facilities . An adopted · stormwater ·

13

management plan shall identify steps taken by the county to

14

coordinate

15

adjoining counties .

16

the

levels or flows

will

shall

or

on

development

the

of

of stormwaters in

capacity

plan

of existing

recommendations

and

with

(d) The stormwater management committee may not enforce any

17

rules or regulations that would interfere with 1i)

18

granted

19

operate,

20

(ii) the ability to operate, maintain, or improve the drainage

21

systems used on or by land or a facility used for producti~n

22

agriculture purposes,

23

105/),

24

impervious

25

shall be determined by a mutually agreed upon arbitrator paid

26

by the disputing party or parties.

by

the

Illinois

construct,

except newly
paved

Drainage

maintain,

Code

(70

ILCS

605/)

to

or improve drainage systems or

as defined in the Use Tax Act

constr~cted

surfaces.

any power

ILCS

buildings and newly installed

Disputes

119

(35

regarding

an

exception
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stormwater management planning

committee -

2

recommends to the county board a stortnwater management plan for

3

the county or a portion thereof,

4

the Office

5

Resources

6

reviewing the plan,

7

the levels or flows in rivers and streams and the

8

effects of stormwater discharges on flood

9

W<;l.ter Resources shall determine whether the plan or ordinances

10

enacted to _implement the plan complies wi ththe requirements of

11

subsection

12

review comments and recommendations shall be submitted to the

13

stormwater

14

Any amendments to the plan -shall be submitted, to j:he Office for -

15

review.

of Water Resources
for

review

(f).

and

it shall submit the plan to

of

the Department

recommendations.

The

of Natural
Office,

in

shalL consider such factors ' as impacts on

Within a _period not

management

planning

l~vel~.

to excee-d

committee

for

cu~ulative

The Office of

60 days;

the

cons-ideration.

16

(f) Prior to recommending the plan to the county board, ·the

17

stormwater management planning cornrni ttee - shall hold at least

18

one public hearing thereon and shall afford interested persons

19

an opportunity to be heard. The hearing shall be held in the

20

county seat. Notice of the hearing shall be published at least

21

once

22

newspaper of generalciiculationpUblished in the county. The

23

notice shall state the time and place of the hearing and the

24

place where copies of the proposed plan will be accessible for

25

examination by interested parties. If an affected municipality

26

having a stormwater management plan adopted by ordinance wishes

no

less

than

15

days

in

120

advance

of

the

hearing

in

a
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1

to protest the proposed county plan provisions, it shall appear

2

at the hearing and submi t in writing speci f ic proposals to the

3

stormwater management planning committee. After consideration

4

of the matters raised at the hearing, the committee may amend

5

or approve the plan and recommend it to the county board for

6

adoption.

7

The county board may enact the proposed plan by ordinance.
If

9

affecteq municipality having a stormwater management plan are

10

not included in the proposed county plan, and the municipality

11

affected by the plan opposes adoption of the county plan by

12

resolution of its corporate authorities, approval of the county

13

plan shall require an affirmative ·vote of

14

of the county board members present and votlng; If the county

15

board wishes

16

writing

17

planning committee.

If

18

committee,

opposed

19

authori ties

20

stormwater management plan, amendment of the pian shall require

21

an affirmative vote of at least two-thirds of the county board

22

members present and voting.

23

the

proposals

to

for

amend

modification

the

specific · proposals

or
of

are
an

of

the

county plan,
to

the

plan

~t

it

made

by

8

t0o-thi~ds

least

shall

stormwater

an

submit

in

management

the proposals are not approved by the
by

resolution

affected inunicipali ty

of

the

having

a

corporate
municipal

(g) The county board may prescribe by ordinince reasonable

24

rules

and

regulations

for

floodplain

25

governing the location, width, course, and release rate of ·all

26

stormwater runoff channels, streams, and basins in the county,

121

management

and

for
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1

in accordance with the

2

Land,

3

production agriculture as defined in subsection (d) shall not

4

be subjected to regulation by the county board or stormwater

5

management

committee

6

management

and

7

maintenance,

and release rate of stormwater runoff channels,

8

streams

basins,

9

district. These rules and regulations shall, at a minimum, meet

facilities,

and

and drainage district facilities used for

for

for

under

this

governing

or

Section
location,

water

discharged

floodplain management

for

floodplain
course,

width,

from

a

drainage

10

the

11

Office of Water Resources and the requirements of the Federal

12

Emergency Management Agency for participation in the National

13

Flood Insurance Program.

14

stringent

15

discharging

16

Discharge

17

Environmental Protection Act.

18

standards

adopted stormwater management plan.

regulations
in

The Commission may not impose more

regarding

accordance

Elimination

water

with

a

System

(h) In accordance with, and
management

established by the

valid

permit

'+:
lL

entities

National

Pollution
under

issued

the

recommended in, the adopted

stormwater

20

schedule of fees applicable to all real property within the

21

county which

22

management facilities and activities, and as may be necessary

23

to

24

resul ting

25

actual costs. The total amount of the fees assessed must bear a

26

reasonable relationship to the actual costs of the county in

mitigate

the

from

new

the

on

19

receives

plan,

quality

benefit

effects

of

development

122

county

from the

increased
and

board

may

county's

adopt

stormwater

stormwater

redevelopment

a

runoff

based

on

SB2195
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1

the

administration,

2

shall not elweed the c o ot of satisfying. the onsite storfR', ;ater

3

retention or detention requirefRents of the adopted stormwater

4

management

5

facilities;

6

thereto,

7

individual

8

portion of the cost to the county of managing the runoff from

9

the property.

The

fees

10

undertaken by

the

county or

11

mitigate the .effects of urban stormwater · runoff by pioviding

12

and maintaining regional stormwater collection,

13

detention, and treatment facilities and improving water bodies

14

impacted by

15

plan.

16

facilities, the county shall not duplicate facilities operated

17

by other governmental

18

The

19

include

20

property

21

facilities that reduce or eliminate the cost to the county of; ,

22

providing

23

with

24

temperature,

25

managed

26

evapotranspirate,

plan,

constrtiction

enforcement

of

and

and

any

implementation

maintenance

ordinance

of

the

rel~ted

of

adopted

pursuant

and management of the runoff from the property.
fees

In

must

bear

a

a

procedure
owners

its

runoff,

establishing,"

for, a

full

have

taken

for

velocity,
the

identified
or

activities

re'tentior1 L ' er

in

the ' county

replacing

• such '

actions

services
that

and pollutant
such

or harvest

county board · shall

or "partial

facilities

county,

the

within its corporate boundaries.

stormwater management

by

as

established bv the

who

a . preference

finance

to

included municipalities ' to '

maintaining,

bodi~s

fees

relationship

shall be , used ' to

stormwater

schedule of

reasonable

The

as

or

to

waiver

put

the

load of the

systems

in

for

place

their property, .

reduce

stormwater ,for

123

fee

that

volume,

stormwater
infiltrate,

reuse,

known as
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infrastructure."

1

"green

2

county shall give land owners at least 2 years' notice of the

3

fee during which time the county shall provide education on

4

green

5

action to reduce or eliminate the fee. The county board shall

6

provide

7

retention, detention, drainage district assessments , or other

8

similarstorffi\later facility that the developer is required to

9

construct consistent T.with the stormTdater management ordinance.

infrastructure

for

a

credit

In

LRB097 10210 KMW50406b

exercising

practices

or

and

reduction

an

in

this

authority,

opporturiity

fees

for · any

to

. the

take.

onsite

10

All these fees

collected by the county · shall be held in a

11

separate fund,

and shall be expended only in the watershed ·

12

wi thin which they . were collected.

13

intergovernmental agreements with other government

14

the

15

collection of the fees authorized in this Section.

16

joint

(i)

administration

The county may enter ihto

cif ·stormwater

bodie~

management

and

f6r
the

For the purpose of implementing this Section and for

17

the

development,

design,

planning,

construction,

operation,

18

and maintenance of s.t ormwater facilities provided for in the

19

stormwater management plan, a county board that has established

20

a

21

Section may

22

value, as equalized or assessed by the Department · of Revenue,

23

of all taxable property in the county to be levied upon all· the

24

taxable property in the county or occupation and use taxes ~f

25

1/10 of one cent. The property tax shall be in addition to all

26

other taxes authorized by law to be levied and collected in the

stormwater management planning committee pursuant to
cau~e

this~

an annual tax of not to exceed 0.20% of the

124
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1

count y

2

autho rized

by

3

limitation

provided

4

decreased by referendum in accordance with the provisions of '

5

Sectjons 18-120,

6

(35 ILCS 200/) .

7

Any

and

shall

be

in
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law f or

addition
general

in

this

the

c ounty

Section

maximum

purpo ses.
may

be

tax
The

rate
0 .20 %

increas~d

or

18-130 of the Prbperty Tax Code

18~125,and

revenues

to

generated

as

a

result

of

ownership

or

8

operation of facilities or land acquired with the tax ' funds

9

collected pursuant

to

this

subsection

shall

be

held

in

a

10

separate fund and be used either to abate such property ta x or

11

for implementing this Section.

12

However, the tax authorized by this subsection shall not be

13

levied

until

the

question

of

14

specified period or indefinitely ,has been 8ubmi tted to the

15

electors thereof and approved by a majority of those voting on '

16

the 9uestion. This question may be submitted at any election

17

held in the county after

18

county board providing for the submission of the question to

19

the electors of the county. The county board shall

20

resolution and proposition to the proper electibnofficials,

21

who shall submit the proposition at an election in accordance

22

with the general election law. If a majority of the votes cast

23

on the questi o n is in favor of the levy of the tax ,

24

thereafter be levied in the county for the specified period or

25

indefini tely, . as

26

shal l be put in substantially the following form:

th~

provided

its

adopti on,

adoption of

in

the

125

~

either

fora

resolution by the

proposition.

c~rtify ~he

The

it may

question

SB2195
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Shall an annual tax be levied. for stormwatermanagement
(for a period of not more than

purposes

3

rate . not exceeding ..... % of the equalized assessed value

4

of the . taxable property of ..... Coun·t y?

w ••

years)

at~

2

•••

5

Or this question may be submitted at any election held in the

6

county after the adoption of a resolution by the county board

7

providing for the submission of the question to the electors of

8

the county to authorize use and occupation taxes of 1/10 of one

9

cent:

10

Shall use and occupation taxes be raised forstormwater

11

management purposes

12

years)

(for a period of not more than

. ... .

at a rate of 1/10 of one cent for taxable g60di in·

13

County?

14

Votes shall be

15

(j)

For

recotd~d

those

as Yes or No.

counties

that

adopt

a

property

tax

in

stor~water

16

accordance with the provisions in this Section, the

17

management committee

18

incentive payments to property owners who construct, -maintain,

19

and

20

counties that adopt use and occupatibn taxes in acc6rd~nce~ith

21

the

22 _

committee

23

property

24

stormwater

25

committee is authorized to offer credits to the property tax,

26

if applicable,

use

approved

provisions
may

shall

stormwater

of

this

offer

owners

offer property tax

who

management

management

Section,

tax

the

rebates

construct,
devices.

or

abat~ments ·

devices.

stormwater
incentive

maintain,

and

For

those

mana~e~ent

payments
use

Thestorniwater

Or

to

approved

management

based on authorized practices consistent with

126
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1

the stormwater management plan and approved by the committee .

2

Expenses of staff of a stormwater management committee that are

3

expended on regulatory project review may be no more than 20%

4

of the annual budget of the committee, including funds raised

5

under subsections (h) and (i).

6

(k)

Any

county

that

has

adopted

a

county

stormwater

7

management plan under this Section may,

8

notice receiving consent of the owner or occupant, enter upon

9

any

lands

or

waters

wi thin

the

after 10 days written

county

for

the

purpose

of

10

inspecting stormwater facilities or causing the removal of any

11

obstruction to an affected watercourse. If consent is denied or

12

cannot

13

provide a process or procedure for an administrative warrant to

14

be obtained.

15

occasioned thereby.

16

(1)

be

reasonably

Upon

obtained,

the

county

ordinance

shall

The county shall be responsible for any damages

petition

of

the

municipality, .. and

based

on

a

17

finding of the stormwater management planning committee,

18

county shall not enforce rules and regulations adopted by the

19

county in any municipality located wholly or partly within the

20

county that

21

that is consistent with and at least as stringent as the county

22

plan

23

authorities.

24

stringent as deemed by the committee,

25

enforce rules and regulations adopted by the county on the more

26

stringent issues and accept municipal permits. The county shall

has

a

and ordinance,
On

municipal

stormwater management ordinance

and is being

issues

that

the

the

127

enforced by the municipal
county

ordinance

is

more

the county shall only

SB2195
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1

have no more than 60 days to review permits or the permits

2

shall be deemed approved.

3

(m)

A

county

may

issue

general

obligation

bonds

for

4

implementing any stormwater plan adopted under this Section in

5

the

6

referendum requirement of Section

7

bonds issued pursuant to this Section on

8

and interest are to be paid entirely out of funds generated by

9

the taxes and

manner

prescribed

The

fe~s

in

Section

5-1012;

except

5-1012 does
~hibh

that

the

not apply to
the principal

authorized by this Section.

10

(n)

powers

authorized

by

this

Section

11

implem~nted

12

subject to similar stormwater management needs. ·

13

(0) The powers and taxes authorized by

may

be

by the county board for a portion of the county

thi~

Section aie in

b~ Divisio~

14

addition to the powers and taxes iuthorized

15

in exercising its powers under this Section, a county shall not

16

be

17

Division.

18

(Source: P.A. 94-675, eff. 8-23-05.)

19
20

subject

Section

to

99.

the

restrictions

Effective date.

becoming law.

128

and

requirementi

This Act takes

of

5-15;

that

effect upon

Help Illinois"Counties Stop C~stly; Flooding, and!Water pollution
The Center for N eighborhood Technology emphatically supports SB 2195, a bill to provide Illinois
counties the resources to adequately address basement and street flooding and water pollution from stormwater
runoff, which has been introduced and is awaiting assignment to a committee. We applaud Senator Toi
Hutchinson and each of the co-sponsoring legislators who have exercised their leadership to ensure
our counties' fiscal health and the sustainability of their stormwater infrastructure . Consider the following :

•

•

•

•

•

Stormwater runoff from the built environment is ~ principle contributor to local basement and street
flood ing as well as pollution of water bodies in Illinois. These problems are costly for property
owners and stormwater managers, and getting worse with increased development and climate change.
Green infrastructure - using trees, plants and green roofs to manage stormwater on-site - is a proven,
effective method for addressing stormwater runoff that is cheaper and faster to implement than
conventional grey infrastructure.
Currentstormwater regulations impose significant requirements on urban counties to r.educe stormwater
runoff volume and its pollutants. These regulations require or encourage the use of green infrastructure
practices to retain rainwater on-site before it becomes contaminated runoff.
Under existing Illinois law, however, these urban counties must pay the state a stormwater permit fee, but are
not given any financial assistance, and they have limited resources to effectively reduce stormwater volume
and pollution. Peoria County's stormwater program fund ing problems, laid out in the Peoria Journa l-Star
article (overL are a perfect example of what Illinois counties are facing if S.B . 2195 fails to pass .
A statewide backlog of stormwater infrastructure maintenance and upgrades exists due to the long-term
failure to address them . Counties need resources and tools to help encourage the use of green
infrastructure practices on private and public property to reduce runoff, which is a more economically
and environmentally sustainable method of maintaining and upgrading water infrastructure.

Proposed S8 21 9 5 would:
•

•
•

Allow, bu t not requi re, counties to establish a system to encourage the use of green infrastructure on
private and publ ic property to reduce runoff before it reaches the county stormwater piping and treatment
system.
Give counties the authority to adopt a schedule of fees as a dedicated source of revenue to cover the cost
of ongoing stormwater management services and activities .
Require that counties proVide at least two ye~rs notice prior to adopting any fees, during which time the
counties must provide education on green infrastructure practices and encourage landowners to install
them in order to earn credits to potentially reduce or eliminate their fee .

Center for Neighborhood Technology
The Center for Neighborhood Technology {(NT) is an award· winning innovations laboratory for urban sustainability. Since 1978, (NT has been working to show urban communities in
. (hicago and across the country how to develop more sustainably. (NT promotes the better and more efficient use of the undervalued resources and inherent advantages of the built
and natural systems that comprise tbe urban environment.

As a creative think-and·do tank, we researcb, promote, and implement innovative solutions to improve tbe economy and tbe environment; make good use of existing resources and
community assets; restore the health of natural systems and increase the wealtb and well-being of people -/lOW alld ill the future. (NT's unique approacb combines cutting edge
research and analysis, public policy advocacy, the creation of web-based information tools for transparency and accountability, and the advancement of economic development social
velltures to address those problems in innovative ways. (NT works in four areas: transportation and community development, natural resources, energy and climate. (NT's two
affiliates, I-GO (ar Sharing and (NT Energy, enable individuals and building owners to reduce their expenses in transportation and energy.

.

Center- for Neighborhood Technologt • 21 25- W. North AY29 Chicago,
<i

m60647 • p: (/73)' 278-.4800 • WW;W.cnt.org

Unfunded mandate draining Peoria County
Enforcing state's erosion control permits becoming more and more costly
By KAREN McDONALD (kmcdonald@pjstar.com)

I

Posted Mar 21, 2010 @ 10:04 PM

Department. In two years, it is estimated to cost 40
percent of the total budget, said Direct9r of Planning
and Zoning Matt Wahl.

Without relief from the state and federal government,
Peoria County could be in arrears hundreds of
thousands of dollars each year to enforce required
erosion control permits without the'funding attached
to do so.

"Counties have to enforce stormwater pollution
prevention permits, but the state gets money. There
are other counties that are in the same ,boat as we
are. The EPA needs to step up to the plate. It's just a
ridiculous situation we are in." Wah l said.

County officials are drafting a letter to the Illinois
Environmental Protection Agency and state legislators
regarding funding concerns and seeking relief.
"The state of Illinois is requiring us to enforce the
regulatory scheme they've created . They're collecting
all the permit revenue and not sharing it with us, " said
County Administrator Patrick Urich. "The frustration
point is they are making us comply at a time when
there are no resources to go along with it. It's the
classic unfunded mandate."

Peoria County either wants relief from enforcement in
extending the time frame required to comp ly with the
mandate or eliminating it altogether, or money to
implement the program.
Compliance includes six minimum control measures '
for an estimated annual cost of $142;000 . That
includes public education and outreach on
stormwater impacts, public involvement, illicit
discharge detection and elimination, control of
construction site runoff and post-construction
stormwater management and pollution.

As authorized by the Clean Water Act, the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System, or NPDES,
permit program controls water pollution by regulating
sources that discharge pollutants into bodies of water
from municipal streets and catch basins to storm
drains.

The next phase of compl iance - beginning in 2014 includes establishing water quality-based standards to
assure protection of state waters; regu lating chemical
contaminants of rivers, streams, and lakes and their
impacts on living organisms; and implementing water ,
sampling procedures to analyze contaminants. That
will cost an estimated $220,000 annually, Wahl said.

"We 're considering requesting the state work with the
county to alleviate, in this time of fiscal crisis, this
federal mandate so we're not going to be held to the
dates and requirements of enforcing the NPDES
program when we don't have any funding that's
attached it." Urich said .

In order to be fully compliant, Peoria County

eventually will have to amend its erosion control
ordinance, subdivision ordinance, create an illicit
discharge ordinance, requir e and review maintenance
reports for stormwater retention and inspect
residentia l, commercial and industrial property
Violations. '

All municipalities and counties holding federal NPDES
permits pay annual fees to run their wastewater and
storm water systems. The fees were introduced in
2003 to help eliminate the state's then-budget deficit.
They are assessed based on a variety of factors
including type of operation and nature and flow rate
of discha rge and can vary greatly from city to city.

The EPA can issue orders against violators for noncompliance and seek civil or criminal penalties,
including fines and/or imprisonment.

Currently, NPDES enforcement comprises 25 percent
of the annua l budget for the Planning and Zoning

Karen McDonald can be reached at 686-3.285

or kmcdonald@pjstar.com.

http://www. pjstar. com/ news/x1 26577993/ Unfunded-mandate-draining-Peoria-County
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